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GRAND CEREMONIES
Dedication of the Mon
ument to Gen. Washington
Attracts Thousands.

The

McKINLEY'S

REMARKS

John Wanamakcr Attacks the Ad
ministration at a Business
Men's Banquet.
THE

SULTAN
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Southern Pacific Train Robbers
Secured Big Booty From
the Express Car.

the dedication o( such a monument, is
prtolou. privilege. Every monu
mant to Washington Is a tribute to patriot- liin, Every abaft and atatue to bis memo
ry holpa to Inouulate a lore of country, n
iN THE WORLD
IT HAKES
courage loyalty and establish better BEST SPRING
REMEDY
citizenship. God bleu every undertaking
'
which revlvea patriotism and rebuke tbe
PEOPLE
;
Indifferent anl lawleaa.
career
ot
A critical study
Washington's
only enbancei our estimation of bla vast
and varied abilities. As oommander-ichief of tbe colonial armlea, from the begin
ning of tbe war to tbe proclamation ot
peace, as president ot the convention
which framed the constitution of tbe
United Btatea, and first pre.ldent cf Ibe
United Btatea under that constitution
Washington baa a distinction differing
from that of all otber Illustrious A mar
leans. No other name bears or can bear
such a relation to tbe government. Not
only by bis military genius, bis patience
h'a aagaoity, bla courage and bla skill, was
our independence won, but he helped in the
charter by
largest measure to draft
hlch tbe nation waa guided; and b
the first chosen of tbe people to put In
motion tba new govornment.
His waa not tbe boldneaa of martial dla
plav or tbe cbarm of captivating oratory.
but bis calm and steady judgment won
men's support and commanded their eonfl
dance by appealing to their beat and no
b'est asplratiooa; and withal, Washington
w is ever ao modest that at no time In hla ca
reer did be personally seem in ta. least li
truslve. He waa above the temp'atlon of
power, be spurned the suggested crown. fc
would have no honor which the people did
not bestow.
Hla waa no narrow view ot govern'
There is one true specific for diseas. what is now known the world over's8
ment. Tbe Immediate present waa not es
ansing from a debilitated nervous Paine's celery compound, a positive
his sole concern, but oar future good his system, and that is Paine's celery cure for dyspepsia, biliousness, liver
constant theme of study. He blend tbe compound, so generally prescribed by
complaint, neuralgia, rheumatism, all
path of liberty. He laid the foundation physicians. It is probably the most nervous diseases and
kidney troubles
upon which we bave grown from weak remarkable remedy that the scientific
For the letter Paine's celery coin
and scattered colonials to an united re research of this country has produced.
pound has succeeded again and again
public, whose domalna and power, aa well ProC Edward E. Phelps, M 1.,LL. I
as wbese liberty and freedom, bave be of Dartmouth College first prescribed
where everything else has failed.
come the admiration of the world.
Distance and time have not detracted
from tbe tarn and force of hi achieve
ments, or dimlnlabad the grandeur of his
life and work, Washington Uvea and will
OF LAS VEGA8
live, because wbat be did wsui for the exal
tation of man, tba enthronement of cons
clence and tbe establishment of a govera
ment which recognizes all the governed.
And, too, will tbe nation live victorious
over all obstacles, adhering to the Immortal
prlnofplea wheh Washington taught and
DS, T, If; CUNNINGHAM, President,
Lincoln sustained.
WBJUSK. BFBiNGKIi,
D X, HOSKINS, Cashier.
When be concluded, tba monument
V. B. JANUARY, Assistant Cash! e
was presented fjy Major William
ntTKRKST PAID OH T1MH DKPOSITB tJEt
Wayna to Major Warwick, as the
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CELERY
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That He Accidentally Started the Blaze
at the Paris Fair.
Man

Confesses

BURIED

IN

A

LANDSLIDE

Philadelphia, Penn., May 15 The
Wellington monument unveiled, this
Afternoon, occupies an elevated site at
the Green street entrance to Fairmount
park. It is supported by ao oblong
platform reached on fonr sides by thir
teen steps, symbolical of the thirteen
original states. From the center rises
n pedestal bearing an equestrian statue
in bronze of George Washington. The
Father of His Country is represented
,
in the colonial uniform of the Ameri
can army, a large military cloak being
thrown artistically around his com
'
nianqing figure. At the four corners
I of the Dlatform
are fountains, served bv
vaiiagonoai ngures or American inaiaos,
representing four rivers the Delaware,
HuJson, Potomac and Mississippi On
the sides, each of these fountains is
.guarded by typical American animals,
eight in all. At the front and back of
ibe pedestal are two allegorioul groups.
That on tbe front represents America,
seated and holding in one hand a cornucopia, in tbe other a trident, and representative
and
of the city,
having at her feet chains just cast off. by tbe mayor in turn to tbe
She is in tbe act of receiving from ber
commission. It waa accepted in
victorious sons tbe trophies of their park
a neat address by James McManes,
Below this group if an president ot tbe commission, and the
conquest.
xagle supporting the arms of theUoited singing ot another patriotic selection
ibe exercises to a conclusion.
Heats America arousing her sons to a brought
The invited guests, headed by President
sense of their slavery. Below are the
Governor Hastings and staff,
arms of Pennsylvania. On the sides of McKinley,
and Governor Tunnel, of Delaware,
the pedestals are two
one and staff, Captain Pimssse da Saune.of
representing tbe march of the Ameri the French warship "Fulton" and tbe
'can army and tbe other a western officers of tbe Italian warstip"Dogali,"
bound emigrant train. On one side both of which vessels had been ordered
iho pedestal bears tbe inscriptions, to the Delaware for tbe occasion, then
'Sie semper tyranois," and "Per moved
to the reviewing stand;
aspera ad astra;" on the other," West and all the troops, beaded by the regward the star of empire takes its way." ulars and including; the naval battal
feurroundiog the upper portion ot tbe ions, the bational guard and the mapedestal is the legend, "Erected by tbe rines of tbe visiting warships, marched
istate society of tbe Cincinnati of Penn in review. Over 20,000 men were In
sylvania." The entire height of the lino and the spectacle was one of un.
monument is about forty feet. Its total usual brilliancy.
cost has exceeded $250,000.
This evening, as a pirt of the ceremonies, there will be a parade of 15,000
Memories of that
guests will
fourth of July of tbe Centennial expo wheelmen and the visiting
be entertained at the U nion League
sitton year were revived here
by
the monster demonstration that marked club.
the unveiling of the monument to
THE WILY TURK.
George Washington. By resolution of
tbe legislature, tne day is a' general The Powers are Disconcerted by the Sultan's
bo lid ay throughout the state, and tens
Slippery Ways.
of thousands of visitors from counties
near and distant were thus enabled to
London, May 15. The sultan defies
come to the Quaker City and par the powers in such a cool and snug
ticipato in the festivities. Business of manner that he has disconcerted them.
all kind." is generally suspended here, "Wait until the
religious fesand tbe decorations, both in the busi tivities are over,"present
be says, "and I may
ness center and residence district are find time to talk with
Meanelaborate and artistic. Tbe principal while, Edhem Pasha is you."
in on
closing
tborougbtares were crowded from an Domoko to complete the conquest of
arly hour, and enlivenment was furn- ishel by the music of bands innumer- Thessaly.
Athens, May 15. A rumor is in cirable and the steady tramp of the local culation,
this afternoon, that tbe Turks
and visiting' militia, as the regiments at Prevesa bave
offered to capitulate.
marched to the locations assigned to
A. CONTEMPLATED RETIREMENT.
tbetn preparatory to falling in line for
Vienna, Austria, May 15 A desthe parade. Tbe military contingent
was the largest that has ever taken patch from Gmuoden, the summer
of the Austrian imperial
tpurt in any event in this city. The residenoa
various companies of tbe state militia family, states that tbe agent for King
aggregated
nearly 9,000 men, the George, of Greece, has Just purchased
It
ooiiugent of the regular army num- a villa lor tne ureea royui iamny
bered fiOO, while m addition there were is conjectured thai King George con.
the Sixth and Seventh regiments of the templates a final retirement to this
natioual guard of New Jersey and a sejluded spot.
representation of the state troops, of
ADMINISTRATION
ATTACKED,
Delaware and Maryland.
The dedicatory exercises, whioh John Wanamakcr Airs Hla Views About Public
Attain.
took place during the formation of tbe
less
than
parade, occupied
forty
'
Philadelphia, Penn., May 15.
An opening prayer was
minutes.
rt
oIdru by ciigat-Etiuirhop Whiiaker,
of this Episcopal diocese, and a brief to view of the fact that President Mo.
historical address was delivered by Kinley was present, created lively
President William Wayne, of the so- comment,
Mr. Waoamaker
ciety of the Cincinnati. Then, amid spoke at tbe business' men's banquet,
tbe booming of cannon and cheers sharply criticising tbe administration t
from tens ot thousands of throats, the "A full year has passed, "he said, "and
cord attached to tbe canvas was pulled no improvement In the wretcnea
by President McKinley, the veiling fell times is manifest. Tbe tide will soon
back and tbe magnificent monument set in strongly against the republican
'' was
Tbe vast party, unless the depression of busitxposed to view.
AUilicrC3 joined heartily
with the ness is altered. It is a terrible thing
&Wua in singing "Anierioa," and the to observe tbe publio sentiment adrift
oralisn of the day, a masterly eff rt, to turn unexplained people away from
was deliyfe,d by Colonel W. W. the grand old party."
Porter,
i
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following is the address of Presu

(Jynt McKinley

:

Thoro Is a peculiar and
$"elUw L'Uizrns:
jBitondur gei?tiHint connected vritb thia
lapji irial. J,t ef prwsspa not only tbe grati-ftiiil- o
aid revqrqice of Ue ip
bjt also
itisHtiM9BittJ jpf a(t'eot(gu
n(I osags fop
Jbe dead. Tks iairJes o,f Jjy'ajsbinf t(jn

ir,
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A SPECIAL BARGAIN.

FOR EVERYBODY
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ooous, rjannrds, Uinghams,

Crashes, and nil marked out
nd

IN PLAIN FIGURES

below OOSt.

$2 Skirts in Black$i.49 Capes at 50c.
and CoIors.Velvet- - black and biue.The
een Binding,
cape Is all wool.is a
A small CM
wonder at
the
'
priceforPv-price,
for Ladies'
75c Value. Ladies'
waist. Fully worth
union suits
the price we men- 'The Oneida," the
tion. We
article you
- wU very
offer at
want.worth double

Cf

yrt

if fe 1st
Fiprci Cita M at,

CH,

OPEBEO

19c a

;i

cannot form an icfea of these val
ues unless you see these goods. In
the following cut prices 8c, ioc, and

ioc a yard.

12

DP

A

.CAR-LOAH-f-

FWT1E

lF

See our new Folding Beds. Iron Beds.
and Parlor suites,
An Entire JLine of Reed and Rattan Hockers at
Bed-Roo- m

.

ACTUAL COST!

This is a special chance but we are overstocked.
All Rockers Marked out in PLAIN FIGURES

0

0'

A Clotliiiifi:

Sensation

THE

CHEAPEST

BEST PURCHASE

AKD

EVER MADE BY US

50,000.

Surplus.

Vine-Preside-

A

ri.A.fiuaVJh.

"

T em

3C

3ah our BOYS'

iy

tm

and CHILD'S SCHOOL

ftbU 1 I ib must go. If you want a BARGAIN come
look them over. New Stock just arrived from
f and
the East. AH Q OAT COST. Remember

u in

MONEYLKS
tt-tjj

the place.

RACnnthdl JP Pa Railroad I
IIUOUIIIIIUI U&fUUty Avenue, f
frvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv W:VVi

pit or tiiese low-Prices we give coupons
ALEgn aI1 Cash SaIes

t

Goma in and oat a copy

EAST LAS

olths
"AMERICAN

QUEEN."

mhSf

New Mexice.

L.I

BIO BOOTY.

Scandinavian

Exposition.

Stockholm, Sweden,

May 15. The
The Southern Pacific Train Robbers Thought to
Scandinavian exposition in honor
great
Have Secured $15,000.
of King Oscar's
twenty-fiv- e
years
San Antonio, Texas, May 15. Yes jubilee as the ruler- of Sweden and
terday's Southern Pacific train robbery Norway was formally opened,
-

SPECIAL NOTICES.
three-roo- m
Y70R HEN r.
Furnished
AJ bouse:
good location. Apply to W. E.
t
Peterson.
149-5-

Tj1 OR HALE.

paying business.
AOn accouul of ill health," 1 will soil my
took ot new end second-hansooda at
H5-t- f
cost.
W, E. Ciiitbs.
d

to

y

it

ca at
St.

EGAS, NEW MEXICO.

JOSHUA S. RATKOLDS, President

JOHN W. ZOLLARS,
L.

J. Smith

.

DRESS

JAKINC.

Vice-Presiden-

A. B. SMITH, Cashi

t.

F. ADAMS,

Assist

Cashier.

Accouiita Keeeked Subject to Check.
Interest Paid", on Time 'Deposit.

their

Madam

Sunday Ball Law.

LAS

A Rood

than at with imposing ceremonies participated
proves more serious,
first reported. The robbers are be in by King Oscar and tbe court and FOR RKNT a furnish d cottage, Scaur,
lieved to bave secured $15,000. After delegations from all the municipalities
or tne nation. All tbe European govBuy your paints, white lead and oils at
holding the train for nearly two hours,
ernments sent special representatives. Wagner & My era', Masonic Temple. 124-t- f
tbey mounted horses and rode off, firing The
were
exercises
preceded by a grand
volley at tbe train as a warning that
uTbe city is gaily decorat
MountParties going
pursuit wonld be dangerous. Messenger procession.
ana great enthusiasm prevails.
Joyce narrowly escaped being blown ed
s,
pic-nicain resorts or
will
Hp when the robbers dynamited tbe
No American Interference.
safe. . A force of Texas rangers are
to
find
to
interest
15. The conMadrid, Spain-Maelostly in pursuit of the three robbers,
of
the United States
COOLEY'S; Bridge
whose names are known to the author templated action
ities. There is but little doubt of tbeir to relieve directly suffering and distress
rates-Fin- e
for
Livery.
capture. All of them are desperate of Amcrictns : in Cuba, has brought
characters, and tbey bave figured in forth the following irorn tbe Herald:
many robberies and crimes in New "The Spanish government will have
Mexico. They are making for the universal opinion on its side. If It acts
M.
mountain of Old Mexico, south, of with euergy lnr repelling any American
interference in our affairs.
There
Buchel county, Texas.
aiuss.. be no concessions, no weakness."
to-da- y,

First National Bank

?iuvc&

tipSold oniee Kans

nstallmen is

The
May 15
ituation in the matter of the Sunday
ball law is decidedly strained. Pres
ident Robison is determined that there
shall be a game at Ltague park to
morrow.
Mayor McKisson, on the
otber band, is equally determined that
the state law shall be enforced in com
pliance with his oath of office. Unless

Cleveland,

Ohio,

,Took

We have just received XfeW assortment.
all kinds
POUfJHY NETTINO,
SCREEN WIRE, SCREEN
FENCE
WIRE and all seasonable
to behold
at the lowest possible prices at the - - -

TOWN HARDWARE

.

y

Wrong-Doing-

I

livod here, this moraing.

STORE.

13. WINTKKXIT.
LWWWWJSufiaA&S
AAAAAAAAAAA

Emanuel Rosenwald.

I

Bingham

You

on

HAVE JUST

Amoskeag

SPECIAL DRESS LB3DS REDUCTION.

Arr

fE

yds salt Bfcaehml Muslin
Sea Island Go! so

10 yh
10 Yds

8100,000.

!

jott

id
NO. 154

the Lead Route.
Also
15
When Parlois over
of
Mungie, lad., May
Furlong's Photograph
Joseph Munsch'sv young wife brought
DOORS,
his suppar to trim, last night, several
.Gallery.
goods
custowfers were waiting in bis Ohio
Latest Parisian Designs Direct,
..
avenue meat shop, but the butcher was
out. His wife opened the great ice
Tailor-MaSuits Specialty,
chest to serve the waiting customers.
when the sightless- ryes ot her hus.
OLDt
.
Capes anil Jackets Mads
the baseball president or the mayor baud 'j corpse looked out at her. He
bad
himself.
shot
afterbacks down before
and
noon, some lively scenes at League
The Fire Was Accidental.
are
inevitable.
park
Inspection of Work Invited.
Paris, May 15. A man named Bel.
Must Drcis Differently.
lac, an employs in the Cinematograph
Albany, N. Y., May 1J Superinr dooic oy jne ynaruy Dsjsiar fair, cca,
tendent Skinner, of tbe state depart- fessed that be had accidentally caused
ment of publio instruction,
tbe conflagration, while filling the Cinebanded down a decision requiring six matograph lamp with etljer, which ig,
Catbolio Sisters, sating as teachers in nited, and instantly spread to tbe hang
the Wsterviiet public school, to disr ings, ihs inquiry into tbe cause of
uontinue wearing, during spbool hours, tbe disaster is now cleared.
of tbe distinctive garb ot tbeir religious
Ready for Emergencle.
seot.
Washington, D. C, May 15 Tbe
;.
Weary of
OMmENCING MONDAY, MAY 17TH we will, inau.crrate one of our
dig-shi- p
."New York" has been order.
New York, N. Y
May 15
ukand clearing Sales. All our Goods, fresh and new from the
ed
be
to
far
saa
at
a
law
moment's
ready
will be placed on sale at prices never heard of here in Las
George Seidel and his common
market,
VeafaS.' All rroods mnrWprl in nlnin
wife, a young couple, were found dead notice. To day her coal bunkers wera
nil and
("Vmip nup anc
In their rooms on tbe east side, this tilled to the 'Hmost oapaolty. The belief
buy your Spring Supplies. Every article sold by us is guaranteed to give
satisfaction. .
morning. The police say it is a case among naval oflloers is strong that the
Ne York" will be ordored to Key
of murder and suioide.
To Face Each Other.
West, in connection with the latest
New York, N. Y., May 15
Crok.r Comlnf Horn.
Jevelopments,
of
Kansas
15.
N.
and
Y., May
Nivr York,
City,
Paddy Purtell,
F'attl's Husband III.
Tomtuy Wpst, formerly of Chicago, Grand Saobem Thomas L. Feitnerof, cf
London, Eagland, May 15- - Nico.
who are to faoe eseii oti'Cf in tbe areaa Tammany IIt.ll said, this morning, that
of O'Kourke's athletic club,
Jiichard Crok.r was coming borne from lini,rtui's husband, was taken sudden,
are two of the hardest 150 nouud men England, lo'iae cfiarga of Tammany ly and seriously ill. faltl started from
in Ihn (irtnnlro.
Thn mftl.nh i fnr tha affairs.
tbe continent,
by special train,
for Wales, to atteot1, him.
cbanipfoqsbip of that weiebt, and the
4
h
In
in
West
at
wein
o'clock.
Pnrird
men ;ll
Lnd! T,
Pgyardi ft Home,
hns been knocked out by iid McCoy
JcPPfTV'' 'ri-,- ' Way 18. Five New
York, .N.. Y., May 15.
'and has beattn Joe Waloott in twenty Austrian's were buried by a landslide
Inunds and Australua Jim Cyan la msda by tbe Newcastle. Traction com Ex Ambassador iisyard ud ftiaiily ar.

(projected this monument. Their love ior
it. Tbeir nnntritntlr.ss hilnort ta
The i
ani breaent sbard in Ha
Jwild i
will
(Cnpiili'ton and future" generation
by Its lpssous. To participate In eight.

at
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San Miguel National Bank.

Capital Paid- in
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8 In want of Anything.
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GHOST OP MERSPALE

The People's Paper.
NKW HKXICO

llai the Finest CLIUTI

in

8TRANGE sense of
took
disquietude

the WOULD

piHiBCBbiou

tiie moBegwell
ment he heard that
she was of the
He
houBo
party.
did not know that
Lady Wallace .had.
asked her, and felt
angry with his fair
vouns hostess for
the Indiscretion.
. "What's
the fascination in SegwellT"
murmured a. aruest Irrelevantly. "Look
at him and Miss Clifford."
"He deceives us all " answered
pretty American. "He's enigmatic and
He's the only
melancholy.
nf evil I know. We
talk a good deal about bad things and
read bad books, but on the whole mon
ernlty Is very good don't you think

"Greece hopes to receive at least
horses from America right away."

Canned?

"The Inst great blot on our civilizword, by Governor Fuller of Vermont, on our bad roads.

--

ation'sa true

The Chicago police force has been
photographed for a London magazine,
and not a camera was cracked." Neither
was a Joke,

Durant, the San Francisco student,
who brutally murdered the two glrla
in the church belfry, has about reached
the end of his rope. The delay is pain
ful.
All sorts
advanced in
to show that
quence than

of arguments are being
Kansas City and Omaha
one city Is of more conse
the other. Why not arbi-

of Half

,

so!"
"Some of you havo a ferocious bark.
Miss Swift."

"Most persons' bark is worse than
trate?
their bite; Ralf Segwell's bite la much
worse than his bark. I guess that's
The news that women are to be adwhy he's so uncanny. In fact," lie
mitted to serve In Colorado's militia never barks at all he Just walks up to
army will surprise all the other statos one in a friendly sort of way and bites,
and startle the despots of Europe. Any I hope they have consigned him to the
governor of Colorado may now rids haunted room!"
bridle deep In blood. How the new
'They have, I believe, but he doesn't
women soldiers are to be uniformed know. They never tell their guests,
does not appear. The bloomer cosThere.'s
then nothing ever happens.
tume,, or the short skirt, of the Greek nothing to happen, for they haven't a
army, will doubtless be adopted.
ghost, you know; only a door . that
leads nowhere.
An obtrusive thing
r i In a letter upon the Eastern crisis, that forces Its personality or doorallty
has pilloried the Emperor on you. It has not been opened for
(.Gladstone
'
William of, Germany.
The Old Man hundreds of years no human power
Eloquent disposes of the Young Man can force It."
Incpnsequent and Recalcitrant by de"I asked Mary Clifford to please yon,"
scribing him as "having only such
knowledge and experience, In truth lini-- , said Lady Wallace. They were sitting
ited enough, as have excited much as- - together In the great hall. "You were
tonishment and some consternation such friends. I am sorry It's a host'when an inkling of them has been giv- ess' duty to know all these things.
en to the world."
She noticed a weary ex
apologize."
pression settle on his face. Her sym
Three causes are leading to the de- pathles were touched. When their eyes'
met she flushed and smiled with a
struction of bird life in this country
the wanton killing of birds by
winning, Intimate grace that was darsportsmen, the use of dead birds or ing without being bold. "How shall I
parts thereof as ornaments on women's ttone?"
"You witch!" bo said In a very low
hats, and the making of collections of
nests and eggs. The first Indefensible, voice; then suddenly he stood up as a
the second Is a reproach to womanhood, little white figure passed at the end of
and the third should be restricted to the hall.
"It was Miss Clifford!" she said.
collections for public information, like
answered indifferently.
"Was It?"-hthe Smithsonian Institution. The human race would miss the birds if they "Let us talk about you."
...
, were gone.
That night as Ralf Segwell shut himroom the feeling of depres-Eio- n
In 1880 the South had 1257,214,561 self Inhehis
at'
on
experienced
Invested In manufacturing; by 1890 Mersdale returned. His arriving wanthoughts
this had increased to $059,008,817, a dered to the house
party nineteenth
gain of 156 per cent, while the gain in century men and women, effervescing
the entire country was 120.76 per cent. with spontaneous epigram, locked up
The value of the manufactured pro- iu these vast, gloomy rooms. How
ducts of the South rose from $457,454,-77- 7 strangely the place dominated the peoin 1880 to ?917 ,589,045, in 1890 a ple!
The old seemed the significant
gain of 100 ' per cent, against an in- fact, the Infesting butterflies but shacrease, of only 69.27 per cent in the dowy things Inhabiting for a brief pewhole country. The factory hands of riod this great somber pile. He looked
the South receive: $75,917,471 in wages up and noticed a door that had escaped
in 1880 and In 1S90 $222,118,505. Since his observation in the afternoon. He
1890 the gain has been very large) and tried the handle, then a cold shudder
the South is now turning out $1,200,- - went through him as he turned from it
000,000 of manufactured products a and crossed the Immense room, only
dimly lit by candles that spluttered at
year.
intervals. , He glanced again at the
bole
A Berlin cable dispatch says:
"A locked door. What a miserable
had consigned him to! A wild
they
to
of
the
material
interest
meeting
desire to sneak away elsewhere became
working classes will be that of the in- almost irresistible.
on
for
ternational congress
legislation
Unable to rest, he flung himself out
the working classes which convenes of bed, stirred
up the fire to a blaze,
'
here next September. A similar con- and lit every candle in theroom. As
comIn
met
at
and
the
1890,
here
gress
he held the match to each one he
ing session the useful changes In legis- locked with renewed fear over his
lation for the workers enacted since shoulder. Then he placed a chair near
that time will be discussed. Among the fire, yet facing the dreaded quar- the topics outlined for action will be as
to whether International protective
measures for workmen are possible or
desirable; ought international bureaus
for the collection and distribution of
trades statistics be established; as to
the advisability of submitting workers
to a protective regime, and how far
protection is beneficial."
.

'

e

There are reports of the discovery of
a process of liquifying air. If this be
true it will revolutionize the entire mechanical development of the country.
A telegram from New York says: The
mvsterious whitish compound which
was supposed to be a new and powerful
is liquified air, and
. freezing mixture
is the basis of. Mr. Trlpler'a power,
'
which, he contends, will take the place
of steam and produce energy at a min
imum of cost. How he liquifies air he
will not tell. It has been done before,
cmoll

mo nt Hod In
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"RALF, COME BACK."
ter, and sat down, determined to watch
till daybreak. But with inactivity and
the dead silence and the blaze of light
the strange incomprehensible terror
returned doublefold. The sound of his
He
own breathing became painful.
thought of Mary Clifford, then something moved. He sat still as one paralyzed; his blood romped through his
veins, and Icy hands seemed to grip his
heart. The handle before him turned,
ond the dcor that had not opened, for
a hundred years swung back.and a man
walked slowly Into the room. He was
dressed in evening clothes, and seemed
to all appearance like other men, but
for a startling expression in his gray
eyes. Ralf rose to hlB feet tongue-tie- d
while his visitor walked' tcr the
and sb down. "I can give you
an hour," he murmured. .There was a
'

laboratories, , but never commercially.
When liquified the air is at a tem-perature of 450 degrees below zero on
the Fahrenheit scale. It boils or vaporizes again at-- ' 310 degrees below
zero, and it is from the expansion con- -'
sequent upon this vaporization that
Mr. Tripler obtains his power, which
is transmitted through the engine exactly as the power generated by steam
from boiling water is transmitted. It
is possible, however, he declares, to
obtain a pressure of 2,000 pounds to
the square' iricli" at' a temperature of
200 degrees below zero, and at practically no cost, while to obtain 150
pounds of steam at a temperature of
S60 degrees above zero is required the
Sugar- - is-- our -l- argest- article- of
Last year the total reached nearly $90,000,000. Coffee comes next, with
$S5,000,000; wool, $33,000,000; raw silk,
t.

hides,
woods, $21,000,000;
India rubber, $17,000,000;
goatskin, $14,000,000; tea, $13,000,000;
vegetable fibres, $11,000,000; chemicals,
$10,000,000; gums, $7,000,000; soda,
$27,000,000;
$20,000,000;

and other raw materials
amounting to a total of $370,000,000 last
year, upon which no duty was paid,
being 47 per cent of our entire imports. In 1895 49 per cent was free.
In 1894 58 per cent.
,

state legislature who fails to elect
should go without a senator.
If the appointment of a senator by a
governor Is to stand, a legislative contest might at any time be so manipulated as to throw the choice to the governor. The best and shortest way to
get senators, however, is to let the people choose them.
A

a senator

In order to get money that she needs,
a New York young womnn consents to
part with her middle linger. This is
not so strange when we consider bow
Eiiuy a poor maiden has sold ber haxd,

The smllo withered on hla
lips, as hlB visitor again turned his
terrible guze from the fire to him.
"Mary Clifford has saved your 'soul,
profligate." The voice reverberated
through the room. The walls echoed
back "Profligate," and his own Hps
moved to utter the word, but he said
under his breath, "Mary Clifford," and
the sound was as water to a thirsty
man. '"The pure love thnt she alone
was able to wake In you, and that still
lives In your heart, though you stifle
It under the clogging weeds of grosa
passions, has kept burning the flame of
your spiritual life." He leaned forward. ' "Another woman here would
stills it this time forever, and would
kill her you have wronged; but," he
ended with, a shrug, "you will die to-

hour."

night."
Ralf sat still a long time, trying to
guess how knowledge of the details of
his own life had reached hla companWas this mad philosopher a
ion.
friend of hers? And even so, how bad
he divined that she still held the greater place In his heart, though he had
been wantonly faithless to her? Would
she mind were he In truth to die? Had
he any right to hope even that she
should? Would she care? he said.
"Your hour is passod!"
Ralf started and turned pale to the
lips. He saw his visitor's aspect had
changed; he had become a phantom
creature with a living face. A terrible,
awful human physiognomy stared at
him with preposterous, hideous fixity.
He writhed and wresteled, but the eyes
defied his movements, he could not
look away; all the nerves of his body,
the consciousness of bis mind, the very
vitality of hla system, were absorbed
by. paralyzing fear. Time1 brought no
relaxation, every moment Beemed an
eternity. "Pity! pity!" he cried, but
the gray eyes watched him. "Help!
The impotent words
help! help!"
echoed back on his hearing. His voice
was a whisper. He tried to listen for
the sound of footsteps be knew would
not come, then again, struggled with
superhuman effort to release himself
from the power of the phantom figure,
the ghastly face and the eyes! the
eyes that watched without mercy! But
slowly in torture life was waning from
his wearied frame. He sank on the
ground, clutching at the rug with distended fingers. "Mary!" he murmured,
and the eyes still stared.
s.

Susan Swift felt herself awakened by
a hand on her shoulder. Recollection
of the haunted room kept her listening
to the throbbing of her own heart, with
eyes firmly closed. It was a moment
which necessitated the stating of a real
live apparition in the face. She did
so, however, at last, and behold nothing more frightening than Mary Clifford; pale. Indeed, as a ghost, and her
great eyes wide open as if it were not
the middle of the night and time for
reasonable being3 at least to feel
drowsy.

"Get up, Mls3 Swift oh! quick,
quick."
'Is it a fire?" Bald Susan, sitting up
suddenly.
"No!" said the girl. "You must come
with me to Mr. Segwell's room!"
The American was fairly aghast. "I
think not," she said, deliberately. "Miss
Clifford, you must be considerably
scared about something, but nothing
could Justify Buch a preposterous no
tion."
A look of despair crept Into the girl's
She turned away. "I thought
face.
would be
you, being an American,
brave and kind. I thought I could trust
but I must go alone."
you
And in a moment she was at the door.
She
"Susan leaped from her bed.
didn't see why an American should be
expected not to mind prowling about
in the middle of the night in a man's
bedroom, but she knew she wasn't going to let Mary Clifford go alone, anyhow! As to feeling brave she simply
felt terrified!
They stole together
along the gallery, down a winding
staircase, and thence through an interminable corridor. Susan Swift began
tq feel very miserable. A sensation of
fear was growing over her, when suddenly they both stopped, each affected
by some unaccountable emotion. Mary
turned round and said gently, "You are
not afraid?"
"Is there anything about me that'
looks afald?" the American answered,
her heart in her mouth. . Then they
went on through a great swing door,
which seemed to cut them off from the
habitable part of the house. Neither
had ever been there before, yet Mary
hastened as one who knew the way by
Instinct. At last they stood still. A
sense of Imminent calamity overpowered them both, then in a moment Mary
Clifford 6pened a door. A keen draught
extinguished her candle as the two
A door opposite
entered the room.
them inside was open, and on the floor
In a flood of light lay the body of Ralf
Segwell.

The unhappy girl knelt down and
chafed the dead hands. "Ralf, Ralf!
come back!" she cried, despairingly.
"Anything, anything, only come back!"
Then theJclick of a turning lock vibrated through the room. The door
that led nowhere had closed. Frances
n
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A Bloodhound'
Keen Scent.
A remarkable exhibition of the keenness of scent of the bloodhound was
given eJt the little town of Bronson, in
Allen county, the other day. The town
recently appropriated $100 out of the
silence.
city treasury for the purchase of one
"What for?" said Ralf, at last.
of these animals, the purpose being the
"To live," he answered, indifferently. detection and capture of thieves who
It leaped to Ralf Segwell's mind that were operating In the neighborhood,'
The and a test of the 'hound was considered
be was entertaining a madman.
house was full, which necessitated the desirable. At noon three men started
using of this room. The mysterious out on foot and walked four miles into
dnor was undoubtedly the entrance to the
country. Then they mounted horsea
the apartments of some insane relative. and by a circuitous route returned to
His own previous apprehension must the town. Six hours later the hound
have been caused by a latent con- was
glove which
permitted to smell-sciousness ' of a human presence a
been worn 'by one of the men, and
had
stone's throw from him. The thought the next instant with a
deep howl he
of his solitude In the dead of night
up the trail and followed It on
with a homicidal maniac was sufficient- caught
the run. At one point the men had
ly unmanning. He turned pale, but walked for
thirty yards on a fence, and
questioned with assumed airiness, when the hound
came to this point he
.',.. ,
, carried his nose
"Why?"
along the rail with
"Justice," answered the stranger,
reduction of speed. Comany
- hardly
brows.
his
slightly elevating
"How do you propose to take my ing to the place where the nien had
mounted ho took up the trail of the
life?"
horses ond followed it Into town,
"Through your imagination.
He glanced up. Where, in a crowd of more than 100
I shall look at you."
Ralf shrank from the gaze, then said men, he picked out the one whose glove
with a ghastly attempt at a smile, had been given 'him to smsll, Kansas
"Well, I hope my light still burns. I City Journal,
Tha Influx cf tramps Into Delaware
cling to life--, you know, here and hereafter. I shall fight for that second towns has begun.
j
--

.
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MSCOVEUY IN EGYPT
TOMB OF A "SERPENT KING'
FOUND IN NEQADA.

But contradiction nover conquered truth. From Nogada comes another discovery of a similar character
another royal tomb of Indisputable
antiquity, A new pagt In the hlatory
of humanity Is being revealed. V

SCIENTIFIC POINTERS.

LIVED ON

The New mt Chopping- Ax Hm the, Foil
Srpurnted from the llUde Honea Tlmt
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coveries.

power can be brought to our doors. The
latest article In this line la a floor
has Just
Bcrubblng machine, which
been placed on the British market.
This useful mechanical housemaid will
scrub the floor, collect all the slops and
dirt as fast, as they are formed, and
wipe the beards dry iuto the bargain.
Moreover, this work Is done more
thoroughly than by hand; for the use
of the muchtne allows the water to bo
used at a very high temperature.

CURRENT NOTES OF SCIENCE
AND INDUSTRY.

-

One of the Moat Ileniurkalile Finds o
Recent Years Home Treasure of th
I.yblan Desert New Paso lu Ancient
UUIorj,
'
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(Negada Letter.)
foaimSSt HE Director GenorUJwaj ,01 the Egyptian
antiquities, Mr. Jac-dues de Morgan
n
and the
HI

well-know-

tVJ

I

.'

'

-.

OJ
'

gist,' Prof. Wled
w4v mann. have Just re.
but imu ueig wwi c
fortnight's explora- ia-jatio'n In the Lyblan
desert, southwest of
Thebes. Their attention was specially
devoted to the study of the prehistoric
man's remains In the Nile valley and
to the period
between the
autocthones and the first Pharaonic dy
nasties. In the territory formed by
the bend of the Nile between Thebes
and Abydos have been exhumed lately
the oldest records known about Egypt,
During the ancient empire, before
Thebes had established her supremacy,
Abydos seems to have been the real
capital of Egypt. This city has ob
talned a world-wid- e
fame among schol
ars through the two lists of kings
known as the "Tables of Abydos," dis
covered there by Bankes and Marlette,
It is in Abydos that the oldest tradition places the tomb of Osiris, and this
town remained as a sacred ground to
the close of the Egyptian history. It
wt;a in this neighborhood that were
found last winter by M. Amellneau
some royal sepultures of such an archaic character that they are yet a puz
zle to most Egyptologists, v Between
VN;4

es

FAT OF THE

-

LAND.

Ancient ltomuut Could Kt the Choicest
Iell-itclof the World.
'.

When at JtB zenith the Roman empire
laid all the barbarian countries of the
world under contribution to supply the
tables of Its nobles and wealthy citizens with the fine luxurfs of 'life, aays
Asia and AfLIppIncott's Magazine.
rica poured In the rich spices and fruits
of the tropics; Germany and tha great
north countries raised the grains "and
wild berries; Italy and the fertile land
of the Franks cultivated the vineyards
to make or, express the wines; every
strip of sea coast from the Medlter-- .
ranean to the Baltic contributed its
quota ef fish, and the forests of Brittany .yielded, the wild game of the
woods birds;' beasts and fowls for,
the banquets of the proud, dissolute
rulera of the vast empire. With the
choice products of a great world bq
easily obtained there were wanton
waste, , foolish" "extravagance and a
strange disregard of the value of expensive luxuries, and tho historian
dwelling upon these times delights in
various articles of
recapitulating
diet arranged in tempting manner upon the groaning tables at the great
(easts and banquets. But, excepting
Nero's 'dish of peacock tongues and
Cleopatra's cup of wine with the dis
solved pearls in it, tne menu of our
modern banquets would compare favor- ably with those spread In the times
when gluttony, licentiousness and
greed for luxury were insidiously sapping the strength of Rome.

A Pearl Farm.
Thcro is only one pearl farm in the
world. It is in the Torres Straits, at
the northern extremity of Australia,
and belongs to James Clark, of Queens
land. Mr. Clark, who Is known as "tho
king of the pearl fishers," originally
stocked It with a hundrid and fifty
thousand pearl oysters. Now 1,500 men
200 of whom are divers and 250 vessels are employed in harvesting the
crop. "I have been fifteen years engaged in pearl fishing," Mr. Clark told
a correspondent of the Melbourne Age.
"I began in a small way, and havo
given the fisheries my close attention
during all this time. My experience
has led me to the belief, that, with
proper Intelligence ijn the selection of
a place, one can raise pearl and oyster
shells as easily as one can raise oysters. I started my farm three years
1
ago, and have stocked it with shells
which I obtained in many instances far
PILLAR OF A SERPENT KINO,
out at sea. To grow shells successful
Thebes and Abydos lies a group of pre ly, however, according .to my experi
historic villages and necropoles which ence thus far, the, water must not be
were partly examined last winter by too deep. My' pearl shell farm covers
Mr. de Morgan himself and others in 5,089 square miles.
Over most of it
the Egyptian antiquities service.
the water is shallow. In shallow water
It was in order to Investigate anew shells attain the greatest size, and, beall these fact3 that the director-genersides, it is hard .oft the. divers - to go
and Prof. Wiedmann made a re- down deep tax them. I ship my pearls
cent study of this ground. Many pre to London in my own vessels.
The
historic necropoles ana stations were catch each year runs, roughly speakvisited, and excavations were made. ing, from forty thousand pounds up to
corroborating the last year's discover
almost five times that amount.
ies. But by far the most interesting
find was that of a royal sepulture beThe Duck-Mil- l,
or "Water Mole."
longing to one of the first dynasties.
One of the most singular, of. known
This tomb is similar to those explored animals is the
d
platypus,
last winter by M. Amellneau at Om- - wnicb is pretiy generally distributed
in
tomb
situatlona-BUitabiThis
elrGaab, near Abydos,.
to 'Its aquatic) hab
found near Negada, was built with
its throughout the Island of Tasmania,
bricks and consisted 'of twenty- - and the southern and eastern
portions
one rooms, containing many objects, of Australia. It is generally known
in
Like- - the sepultures of Abydos, , it the Australian' colonies as the "water
seemed to nave been burnt. M. Amelmole." The length of the animal when
lneau thinks that this destruction was full grown Is from eighteen to twenty
due to Christian fanaticism during the inches from the extrefnlt? Of the "beak
sixth century of our era, and at the to the end of the tail. "The body o
instigation of the monk Moses, who this singular animal," says Dr. George
was then the ruler of Abydos. Nega Bennett, "is depressed In form, and in
da was, and is yet, a center of a Chris some degree partakes of the character
tian community. In spite of spolia- of the otter, the mole and the beaver.
tion many objects were still left, among It is covered by a dense coat of coarse
them 300 large urns sealed with what hair of a dark'; brown color, with
is known as the king's, "banner name." shades of light of a silvery hue, under
In this respect olso it resembles the neath which Is a finer, short and very
tombs of Abydos. There were found, soft fur, resembling the two distinct
also, carved In Ivory, Hons, fishes, dogs, kinds of fur found on the seal and otdebris of furniture Of several descrip- ter.
The only external diftions, one gold ornament, a few bronze ference of Bei to be accurately distinfragments, and a great abundance of guished', and Indeed the only' one on
broken vases In alabaster, and vases which any dependence can be placed,
cut in the hardest materials, such as is the spur on the hinder Meg of the
quartz, rock crystal, obsidian, etc., and males, the females being 'destitute of
some splendidly cut flint Implements.
that appendage. The legs of these aniJ
The examination of this Interesting se- mals are very short; the feet are'penta- pulture was made by Mr. de Morgan dactyle and webbed: ' In the fore feet
himself and Prof. Wiedmann. They (which seem to have the greatest mus
are now engaged in cataloging the ob- cular power and are principally used
jects and preparing an elaborate de- both for burrowing and swimming)
extends a short distance beyond
scription and a complete report of the
find..' Prof. Wiedmann was so much the claws, is looae, and fails back when
impressed with the importance of all the animals burrow; the fore feet are
these discoveries that he has decided thus capable of great expansion. to collaborate with Mr. de Morgan in The head is rather flat and from the
a publication about the origin of Egypt.
to this royal
It is impossible to deny
'
tomb of Negada, like those explored
by M. Amellneau, the most remote antiquity.' The third dynasty belongs to
Memphis (King Djeser's sepulture is
the Saggarah, step pyramid), and we
must look to dynasties anterior to this.
..The presence of "banner names," or
names inscribed In a square, Instead
of an oval or. cartouche, is an indubitable feature of archaism. The presence
of numerous stone cut vases similar in
fracture to those found in prehistoric
tombs is another evidence of a very
early date; - and the same argument
THE DUCK BILL WATER MOLE.
may, be drawn from the cut flint immouth projects two flat .lips or mah- plements discovered there.
Manetho mentions before the first dydibles, resembling the beak of, a shovel-e- r
duck.
nasty a setjof "Nekues," or rulers who
"The slightest "noise or movement
governed Egypt. M. Amellneau purposes to Identify with them the six- will cause the timid creature instantly
teen names of hitherto unknown kings to disappear, so acute are they In Bight
"The first three or hearing; or perhaps in both, and
he has discovered.
'
when once
dynasties are a blank so far as monu- they seldom
....- ments are concerned," writes Mr. Flin- frightened.
ders Petrie, while Mr.' Maspero discards
"These creatures are seen In the Aus
anything prehistoric In Egypt without tralian rivers at all seasons of the
discussion. The first king of whom year, but are most abundant during the
any recorded - inscription exists is pring and summer months, and I think
DJeser of the third dynasty. The hisquestion may arise whether they do
tory of all earlier time remains to be not hibernate. The best time for seewritten. When M- Amelineau's discoving them 13 early in the morning or
eries of his unknown kings at Abydos late in the evening."
were mentioned before the French AcaTeetotal Colliery" Vlllad".
demy, It stirred up the spiteful bile of
Some interesting facts have been pub
the high prlost of Egyptology In
's
lished respecting the teetotal cplliery
France, and If It had been In M.
of Roe
in Lan
Green,
power he would have excluded
illage
from the Louvre any of these remains, cashire, England.' Twenty-fiv- e
years
01
tne village
among the oldest known records of hu- ago tee nouses
'
almost
to
exclusively'
manity. When he (M. Maspero) was belonged
invited by the discoverer to visit and the Brldgewater trustees, who employ
out of 140
declined most of the men.
ho flatly
Inspect them,
are Inhabited by
M.
Amellto do so, and. when
houses, eighty-on- e
neau delivered his remarks before tho their owners. .The Rechablte Tent has
270; the Band of'
learned assembly, M. Maspero found a membership" of
';
'
but sarcasm for the new' dis Hope, 2S5.
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of Sleep.

Physicians and 8uloldea.

There are several theories advanced
as to why the members of the medical
profession .are more prone to suicide
than any other. During the last three
years suicides among physicians have
fifty-nin- e
numbered respectively forty-fivand forty-seve- n
per annum, or
about one in 2,000. Nearly
of the deaths in the profession have
been by suicide. Some claim that this
result is caused by morbidness resulting from association with the sick and
dying! or by an indifference to death or
from a knowledge how to die painlessly. A medical Journal claims that suicide is a matter of Insane impulse. The
doctor comes in fatigued In mind and
in spirits, perhaps
drugs is fatal in his case. If he had
to walk to the drug store to obtain
them, perhaps meeting an agreeable
acquaintance on the way, the impulse
would, pass, but with the, deadly poison
within reach of his hand the sudden
temptation to avail himself of its use
is too strong to be resisted.
'

.
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Horses That Wear Snowsuoes.
Newspaper reports have been telling
of deep snows in tho west four and
six feet in Dakota and Montana. Think
of that! Of course the men and boys
can get around easily enough on snow-shoe- s,
but what would you think of
horses walking on snowshoes? Such a
Of
eight is not at all uncommon.
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In u paper by Professor H. C. Warren
of Princeton University there are accurately described some experiments
on the effects produced by loss of sleep,
conducted by Professor Patrick and Dr.
Gllberi of the University , of. Iowa.
These gentlemen tested three norma!
subjects, composed of instructors, men
not easily susceptible to influences.
They were kept awake ninety hours
without stimulants. During this time
they were engaged, as far as possible,
in' their usual occupations. After tho
second night the first subject complained that the floor was covered with
a greasy-lookin- g
molecular layer of
rapidly moving particles. They- rendered him nearly desperate. Sometimes the layer seemed a foot above
the floor, and parallel with it. As he
tried to step upon it he staggered and
tumbled, could not obtain a sure footing. Later . the air became full of
swarming particles, which developed
into red, purple and black gnats. He
frequently climbed Into a chair to brush
them away from the- gas Jet. The appearance of all these men wa3 the
same as if an overdose of liquor had
Those who have
been administered.
lost their normal rest for several nights
feel a lassitude and depressing interest
in life. They seem to lose an equitable Judgment, of things. Events seem
out of proportion.
;

e

-

went, to see Madame
Tussaud's famous exhibition of waxwork figures in London. As soon as
be got In he saw a poor, pinched, hungry looking man In a corner, and,
thinking It was a beggar he went near
and put a penny In Its outstretched
band. From the laughter of the other,
visitors he soon found out hla mistake.
The poor beggar was a wax figure. Ha
made up his mind not to be taken in
again. He went into the large hall,
and right at the end was the figure of
a man by itself.- When he got close up
to it he stood still to have a good look.
Then ho walked round it, touched It
and marvelled how wax could be made
so lifelike
Presently there was a
broad grin on the face of this figure,
and the terrified country man hurried
out of the room, saying It was Impossible to tell dead people from tha living, cr the living from the dead.
- A young-ma-
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deavoring to obtain
a skiagraph of the
entire body of an
adult with one exBut until
posure.
Dr. William J. Morton of New York
was successful In making the experiment, a few daya since, the nearest
any one had come to it was to take the
body in sections (five or six exposures)
and piece the prints together into a
skeleton. Usually In
photography the Crookes tube is about a foot
from the film or plate, with the object
between. But in making a radiograph
of a grow person the light must be
further off.' The law In skiagraphy Is
that "the Intensity of the X ray diminishes Inversely to the square of the distance." It Is twenty and
times r.s difficult to take a distinct picture at a distance of four and one-ha- lf
ieot as it would be at a distance of one
,oot- - Dr' Morton used
? j3astman
film stretched upon a board lying upon
the floor, covered with three layers of
black paper to exclude daylight. Upon
clothed,
this the subject, completely
was laid. Four and a half feet, above
the floor an especially constructed
Crookes tube was suspended midway
between the head and feet. After half
nn hour's exposure a negative was developed, perfect everywhere except the
hips. Fifteen minutes more would
have brought these out. A completo
outline of the spine, tho heart, stomach cavity, and collar bone may be
distinguished. The bones of the four
limbs and of the feet and hands stand
out plainly. The coll of hair shows
Gold rings
distinctly, also hairpins.
are dark. The nails of the shoes are
easily recognized. The figure stands
out In a ghostly manner on a black
background.
X-r-

al

'

Living- or Dead?

X-r-
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Photography.
VER Bluce the
bega nto gain
public notice scientists In every country have been en-

fitfM "viv"1

coursn the shoes have to be made large
and strong, and at first the horse objects very' seriously to wearing them.
But after It sees the advantage of the
big flat shoes It soons learns to walk
as easily and swiftly as It can In Its
bare feet. The shoes are used principally where there Is a slight crust oh
the snow and the horse is likely to be
cut about the legs by breaking through.
--

Chicago Record.

To-da- y,

.Machines for the saving of house-hollabor are many, and are likely to Increase now that electricity for moti've

COPY

New Chopping- Az.

method of manufacturing this
Implement was patented
recently by J. G. Grabtree, of Texar-kan- a,
Texas. The poll and blade are
separate, the poll opening on a mortised pivoted hinge at the back, the
blade bein'g shouldered and sliding lu
A new

time-honor-

between, the two halves of the poll,
where it Is secured by a screw. New
'

Ideas.

E"rsy

Expended In Cloud

Fornt!n.

calculation is given In a bulletin
of the United States Weather Bureau,
sajs the American Electrician, "showing tho immense quantity of energy
expended in tho formation of' clouds.
It is estimated, on the basis of an annual fall of water as rain or snow in
the United States that the work done
in raising the raim'all to the clouds
Is equivalent to 1,920,000,000 continuous
r,
or the work of 5,000,000,-00- 0
horses toiling ten hours a day
perhaps a thousand times as many
horses as there are in the United
States."
A

horse-powe-

History on a Watch Face.
Almost the last work of the Belgian
ostronomer.Houzeau, recently deceased,
was an article In which, while arguing
In favor of a- decimal division of time,
he pointed out the origin of the double
set of twelve hours represented on our
watch and clock face3. The ancient
inhabitants of Mesopotamia chose the
number twelve as an arithmetical base
because it has four divisors, viz., two,
three, four and six, while ten has only,
two divisors, viz., two and five. They
counted twelve hours In the day and
twelve in the night, measuring the day
by tha progress of the sun, and the
night by the progress of the stars
across the sky. This system, prevailing over all others, has come down to
us, and so our watches bear on their
faces a souvenir of those ancient days
when the sun served for a clock hand
half of the time, and the stars the other half
:

Diamonds ond the "X" Rays.
An interesting series of experiments
Is now being conducted
at Prof.
Crooke's laboratory with a view to finding a quick and easy method of distinguishing false and true gems. The
Roentgen rays have been found to be'
capable of easily penetrating diamonds,
while Imitations are invariably opaque
The resistance of
In the new light.
pearls, rubies, sapphires and other
precious stones is also being tested
before the tubes.

Facts' About Aluminum.
The production of aluminum in the
United States last year is placed at

pounds, against an output of
pounds In the previous year,
0
in 1894, 312,000 in 1893 and
in 1891. The uses of this new and
valuable metal are extending the demand quite as fast. A dozen years ago
the price of aluminum was nearly $8 a
pound. Last year the price averaged
40 cents a pound, and Is still falling.
900,000
817,600

168,-00-

The Nearest Fixed Star.

The nearest of the fixed stars is Al
pha of Cantauri, with a distance of four
and
light years from our
globe. A light year is the astronomical
unit for measuring these distances,
and means the space that a ray of light,
traveling 186,000 miles per second,
would traverse in a year. It would
take an express train, traveling uninterruptedly, more than eleven million
years to make this Journey.
one-thi-

rd

Might Have Been Worse.
They were all so sorry when they
gathered around the girl in blue.
'We've Just heard of the accident
that happened last week," said the
girl in gray.
"So very sad," said tho girl in dark
brown.
'The man who broke his leg was
your fiance, wasn't he?" asked the girl
In the picture hat, anxious to be sure
of the. facts before becoming too demonstrative in her expressions of sym

pathy.
"He was," admitted the girl In blue.
"Think of It!" they all cried together.;
A broken leg! How horrible!"
"That's what I thought," said tho
girl In blue, demurely, "until George
explained to me that it might have;
been

"Might have been worse?"
"Yes; suppose it was an arm that
j
he couldn't use."
"They all said, "Yes, yes, of course,"
and the girl in blue blushed a Jittls
deeper red. Memphis Commercial Appeal.
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Cycling for Shortness of Breath.
la a general
idea that those
persona who huITit from shortness of
breath should not take long rides or
Indulge In anything which savors of
speed.
"This," declares a well nowu
physlclun, "Is altogether erroneous. As
a mutter of fact, long dlstunce riding
at n moderate pace forms one of the

There

very ttnest cures for shortness of
breath. This inalndy Is usually caused
by houio congestion, which prevents
the lungs from being expanded to their
full capacity. Constant, steady and
easy exercise, strengthens nnd tones
up the air cells so that the mimber of
those available becomes gradually Increased, and thus, little by little, the
Inconvenience disappears. The only
cute to be exercised Is to not make the
exertion of a violent nature." New
Your Jouruul.

do ze Germs come fromT"

"Where

I should say."
liittarUoim.

"Qermany,

Pander Over It.
A prominent building owner, with
years of experience, gave the following Instructions to ilia architect: "I

Fun.

l.itra

have had my experience with kalso-mln- e
and other goods claimed to be
Just as good as Alabastlne. I want
you to specify the durable Alabastlne
on all my walls; do not put on any
other manufacturers' dope, if they furnish It for nothing.' Alabastlne Is
right, and when I cease to use It I
shall cease to have confidence In myself or my own Judgment."
"Easter Is a Joyous season." "Yon: our
choir never feels nuiiirelBoiuo when tlicy ull
Luve ou new clothes."
for Fifty Cents.

Guaranteed tobacco habit core, makes wonk
men strong, blood puro. 60c, SI. All druBKlsts.

"Is it for flro or life, sir, you want
nil."
to take out a policy?"
"Neither. 'I
"Tluit new hook reviewer won't do atwrote
the mutter with him?" "He
want to Insure against accident. You "What's
r
anil
(lulu
novel
women
writers
seven
up
see, I've married the strong woman say that any one of them reminded him of
Eliot."
Ueorje
from the Aqimrlum." Ally Sloper'g.

to England if be does reTalbot intends to write a book,
which will bs Illustrated with pictures
drawn by himself. Clifton's experience in Ban Francisco is a thing never
to be forgotten either by him or by
anyone who happened to be in the city
at the time. He was a conspicuous
figure there and tied fast his faith to
"White Hat" (Dan) McCarthy, the turfman.
to see the
It was an odd
lanky Talbot and his little friend, the
top of whose tall white beaver came
barely to the big Englishman's shoulder, driving about In a buckboard wagon drawn by a little hunter which tried
to take every gate and fence toward
which the odd pair drove.
One day
.the little hunter naturally tried to tako
a spiked gate while drawing the
d
and its
occupants. She
came down on the iron pickets and,
horribly torn, bled to death. This
stopped the Englishman from driving
hunters, before buckboards. At the
horse show of 1895 he was as much
of Interest as any one of the events on
the card, ami visitors went as much
to see "Lord". Talbot fall oft his horse
as to see any of the other performances.
The big fellow thought he
could do the Jumps on his horse, The
Lark, one of his many purchases from
"White Hat" Dan. But almost nightly
he was flung over the head of the balky
little mare and burled his aristocratic
nose in the tanbark. He was a member of the Burllngame country club
and established a gentleman's coaching line between San Francisco and
that place. Everything he did, although done in the most serious way,
was meant for the humorous writers of
the San Francisco newspapers, who
treated him about as the metropolitan
press have regarded well, Oscar Wilde.
Clifton bears with him a letter of introduction from Lord Litchfield, in

OFF FOR THE POLE.

ltts return

turn

"LORD" TALBOT, AN ENGLISHMAN, AFTER MUSK OXEN.
Hat Spent a Fortune I.Ike a l'rlnce
Koeeutrlo but Clever Writes Well,
Draws Well and Shoots Spleudldly
Universally Knonn.

Big-h-

HOSE in this city
who like the reputation of being An- will
glomanlacs

doubtless
mourn
when they hear of
the
opportunity
they- - have lost of
meeting J. Talbot
Clifton, cousin to
if
the duke of Norfolk, the premier
peer of England und hereditary earl
marshal and chief butler of the kingdom, Bays the New York Journal.
"Lord" Talbot, as he Is called in tho
four quarters of the globe, arrived here
0:1 Monday and went to a hotel, where
Then
ha remained until last night.

t

buck-boar-

he left New York and proceeded on his
way to discover tho north pole. With
him were his brother Arthur and his
Clifton Is closely convalet Bolts.
nected with half a dozen of the best
families- of the English nobility and Is
a very wealthy young man. He is
about 32 years of age, tall, slender and
h
in dreai and manner. It
Is said that at one time his Income
amounted to something like a million
a year, but that his dobts became so
appalling that he signed over his property, or the most of It, to his creditors,
reserving for his own use the modest
annuity of $80,000. Talbot Is, with all
ultra-Euglls-

CHINESE CORRUPTION.
Officials

How

Who Drown Thousands of
pla for fanonal tialn.

Pen

much Occidental politicians
have yet to learn from the Chinese in
the way of official corruption ,1s set
forth by Dr. Sun Yat Sen tn the Fortnightly. Referring to the calamity of
floods, he Bays: There is an official
known as the Hotaochung-t- u (viceroy
of course of the river), with a large
number of subordinate officers, whose
special duty it is to preserve and keep
in order the banks of the river and
to guard against accidents, by seeelng
that the embankments are adequate
r,
and sound. These officials are,
practically without salary, and
have purchased their positions at immense cost.
They must, therefore,
make money, and this they can do in
many ways when an embankment
bursts and has to be reconstructed.
Thus it is their constant hope that
floods may como, and, far from taking
precautions to prevent these terrible
visitations, which lay waste whole
provinces and cost thousands of lives,
they actually take care to produco a
flood by artificial means If, for the demands of their ruthless cupidity. Nature seems too dilatory in the matter.
When there is not enough rain to make
the river overflow its banks, it is quite
common for men to be sent out to
damage the embankments, and so
cause "an accident." This Is a source
of profit in a variety of ways. First,
there is the pay received for repairing
the breach, then there is the profit ob
tained by docking the wages of the
workmen employed and employing
fewer workmen than are supposed to
be paid, and yet another on the cost
of materials, etc.: then the lack of food
consequent upon the destruction of
causes widespread distress.
how-evo-

.

rice-fiel-

SPOTS

THE SUN.

ON

PROFESSOR YOUNO OF PRINCETON HAS A THEORY.
Sajra That In Soma Unaccountable Man
Her the People of the K.artli Are Sub

ject to the Phyalotl

Change

oa tba

Suu'i Surface.

KENTUCKY QAINQ

T

I.aflalatlon Thai Would lt..ul In tba
Ilraudlna; of Criminal.
There was recently introduced in the
Kentucky legislature a bill providing
for the branding of all burglars who
were committed to the ponal institutions of the state. The measure directs that all such convicts shall have
the letter "Ii" branded on both cheek

during their incarceration.

The

pur-

pose of the father of the bill Is to forsome ever separate such criminals from honfor
, time have been ob- - est men and prevent them from hiding
..
i
aerveuj on me sur- - their past. The bill will be up for pas'11 f
iuu u i iuo ouu 'u sage or rejection during the present
now regarded by an session of the Kentucky legislature.
v eminent American Its probable fate is a problem. It has
astronomer as hav many supporters and many enemies.
Chief among the latter are the optiming some connection with recent ists who believe that criminals can and
terrestrial phenom- will reform under proper influences and
ena. He is Trof. circumstances. In such instances, they
claim, the branding would be an outYoung, of Princeton, regarded everywhere in Europe as one of the few liv- rage It would prevent their living a
decent, honest life even if they were so
ing authorities on the sun. Prof.
likewise an authority on the sun, inclined. It would also, they argue,
was the first to announce that there drive men to more desperate crimes
was some connection between sun spots after their release, for the brands
and panics, revolutions and political would be a barrier to a life of anything
agitations on this earth. This assertion save crime. Of course, the mark would
was laughed at by other astronomers, be valuable frequently aa a means of
who knowing only one star or group of identification. For instance, if a Ken
stars in the sky, were unfamiliar with tucky gentleman should be returning
the sun and rushed to the conclusion home in the early hours from a sociathat it could have no more influence ble game of American draw at his club,
upon the earth than a mere planet. or some other little entertainment, and
Now, however, Prof. Young, in a lately should meet a strange man In the hall
published work, comes to the support carrying off the family plate and valu
of Prof, Jevons.
ables, all he would have to do to veri"The idea," says Prof. Young, "Is by fy his suspicions that the man was not
no means absurd, as some have de- a burglar would be to look at his
clared. It is a mere question of fact. cheeks.
If the letter "B" stood out
If Bun spots really have any senslblo branded on each side he need doubt
effect upon terrestrial meteorology.they no longer.
The intruder is a thief.
must indirectly affect the crops and so and to prove his Identity the state of

Si HE
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disturbances

" I lost
wlto and two
children from the et--1
my

fect of hereditary
scrofula. My ihud-

'

child was dangerously At- I
fected with scrofula. Ho
waftuiiablo to wall;, his left
foot behigoovored Willi run
ning sores, Fliyslclans uav-- i
tul'A to rellcvetlie others!
of my family, I decided to try I
I nm I
Aycr's
Sarsaparllla.
I)!3as3il to say the trial was sue-- i
cessful, and my hoy was restored)
to health. I am confident that my
child would have died had ho not 1
used Ayer'n Sarsapai llla." Jas. M.
Dye, Mlntoavillo, Ky., Aug. D. 180B.
'

-

'
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WEIGHTY WORDS
FOR

Ayer's Sarsaparilla.
Hf

REASONS FOR USING

Walter Baker & Co.'s
Breakfast Cocoa.

Because it is absolutely pure.
Because it is not made by the
Dutch Process in
which chemicals are used.
Because beans of the finest quality are used.
Because it is made by a method which preserves
unimpaired
the exquisite natural flavor and odor of the beans.
Because it is the most economical, costing less than one cent
a cup.
Be sure that you get the genuine article made
by WALTER
BAKER A CO. Ltd., Dorchester, Mass. Established 1780.

HOW A BURGLAR WOULD LOOK.

a.aaaaa

WINDSOR
Only

ONE

HOTEL,

HORSE
POWER

DENVER.
Hotel in the City
Centrally Located.

First-Clas- s

ONE
CENT

THE BICYCLE GIRL OF

per hour by the celebrated Weber Gasoline En.
frine. No more trouble- tn atnrt than - ..a.nii
stove. It will irrigate your ranch, pumping the

his eccentricities, a very clever fellow
and a really erreat traveler. He can
write fine descriptions and good narra
tlve stories and his pencil sketches are
-.
.
His little leather
s,4 WT-exceedingly good.
diary is a most interesting book and
THE J. H. MONTGOMERY
MACH. CO.,
(American Plan.)
a
is worth anyone's time to peruse. He
Curtis St., Denver, Colo.
as calmly about going around the
ts.lks
Perfect Sepyiee. Table Unexcelled.
jjiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmiu.world as though he were giving his
a 00 to K3.50 per day.
KATES:
T.'ie only TURKISH BATHS In the state.
order for breakfast. He has been
The ttnest In tho West, connected with tli3
around it four times. He is as well
Windsor.
Send for copy of "Denverwnrd"
known in San Francisco as in Gros-venand accident policy free.
J. A, WIGGIN. Manager..
g
He has Joursquare, London.
Siberia,
Russia,
Peru, to
through
neyed
S 75
$ 50
tire most northern part of Alaska, and
'"
,. The delicate?
in those parts of old Mexico to which
woman is un
ho says no other white man had prefashionable the
viously traveled. Not content with
the hunts of Lord Lonsdale in British
woman of
"WcetcmlObcel "Worka
for the rare and elusive musk
America
health
seeking
CflCA GO
n AOfS
ox, this young nimrod intends to pene
and strength
CATAL9GVE FREE
trate to the most desolate region of
Spring cycling
Athabasca and capture, if he can, one
is
to
CURE YOURSELF!
everyopen
or two of these rare animals of that
Hum Hir aU
- .
one the most
I disctuiftfos,
land. He Is a fellow of the Royal
iiilinniiimtiouB,
f not.DltottdijraA
I iiiimuuu"
or ulcerations
and in
delightful
b lUiemr.
Geographical
society, and if he suc
of
membranes.
uiucoui
If(w) I Pre rn u annLarinn
imsBB. ana noi iBitta
ceeds in capturing a pair of musk oxen
vigorating of all exercises.
THeEvAH8ChEMI0HC0, gnt or poisonous.
alive he will drop all of his other plans
Thoughtful purchasers reap a
1
INOISSHTI.0,1
oia oy uragtruti,
V
for the time and return at once, with
rich reward in
, . ynr stent In ainln
n)jroi.
v
his prizes to England.
1.00, orSlMFttlen. 2.75.
vircuiw tent oa request.
"v- If he can get the musk ox dead only.
he will go on north, hoping to meet
STANDARD OF THE WORLD.
some whaler and invade the arctic re$100 to all alike.
He hones to reach a point
gions.
;;
farther north than any one else has
Hortford
Bicycles,
WILL PAY SlOO FOR ANY CASE
co,55,5(U45
reached. The musk ox, for the capture
of which alive the London Zoological
free from
Catalogue
DflPC 13FC Pfl
E
Of Weakness la Men They Treat and
any Columbia dealer;
rult WTO, UUi( E
has offered a large prize, is an
by mail for one
stamp, Hartford, Conn, p society
Fall to Care.
of the great family Bovldae,
ungulate
An Omaha Company places for the first
iiiiiiiiiiiniimiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiirtinniiiiifiiiiiiiiinrirmi
the most useful to mankind of all the
time before the public a Magical Tbeat-mbfor the cure of Lost
mammals.
These oxen are more nearNervous If afflicted with
and Sexual Weakness, andVitality,
Restoration of aoro erus, uaa I Thompson's Eye Water.
ly allied to the sheep than to the ordinLife Force in old and young men. No
worn-oary ox and would be appropriately
French remedy: contains no
o0i,, fr-et..- named the musk sheep. They are found
Phosphorous or other harmful drugs. It is FIREWORKS S"ht Carri?T?.
(wliolraa e). Catalogue
a Wondehfix Treatment magical ii i its
only in Arctic America and in Greenjjomiivo in us cure. An reaters. BIODON
land and are about the size of Bmall
who are suffering from a weakness that
HIODON,
DATC-atI M I C IM I
rataloirue mailed free.
hlio-htcows. They have large heads and fori
.1...
fhtilr Hfn
ATTORNEYS, KANSAS CITV. MO.
midable horns. The greater part of the
to Loat Mam
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peculiar
hnnfl. Rhniltsuffering lnthA
UTATff iUJXSAVtllJ
UPHln T
.'..kvvub,ic7UAflAU
body is covered with a matted brown
NEW DISCOVERY; ti
COMPANY, Omaha, Neb., and they will
- I quick relief and cure, womt hair of considerable length. In setting
send you absolutely FREE, a valuable oaara. Bern! for book
of tenMinonlmn and lOdan'
Krt
this cold and lonely Journey,
paper on these disease, and positive proofs treatment Free. Dr. B.ii.auiikIi'soss,au.ia,ia.
of their truly Magical Treatment., Thouswith no other companions than his
ands of men, who have lost all hope of a
Rnfent and ben Wo
Mr.
cure, are being restored by them to a per- NICTO NflPTO Povdor made. Will not brother, his valet, and his guide,
realizes the dangers
fect condition.
Ollfton
thoroughly
This Magical Treatment may be taken Sent tr mall, niwtiiie paid at retail price 35 ct. and the hardships to which he will be
ii.a sr.u iMuver, Colo. subjected. He has been through both
at home under their directions,
or they will
THANK una k
pay railroad fare and hotel bills to all who
before and they seem to have more
prefer to go there for treatment, if they
5S5
fail to cure. Tbey are perfectly reliable;
than terror for him. "Really,
charm
Bna
HI
V,""""ra
Aave no Free Prescriptions, Free
D.C., Uwy will receive a Airy,
Cure,
you know," he said, laughingly, in his
prompt isvlr.
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sumptuous apartments, "beans and ba..U,)U0 capital, and guarantee to cure
diet for a healthy
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Bond for "Inventors On Me, or How
effected. W rite
them today.
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water from fifteen feet deep for seventy-fiv- e
cents per acre, and no row about the oitch. It
Will hoist vour nrp frnm dna
f .1 ...... I. -cents per ton. Cheapest power for irrigation,
or
for
mining,
any other pnrpose. Send for catalogue or come and see it run.
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which that esteemed peer refers to the
cousin of the duke of Norfolk in glowing terms.
,

Great Men from Nova Scotia.
A Nova Scotlan correspondent of

the
Family Herald and Weekly Star writes
of tho great men produced in a section
Corn-wallShe says:
of that province.
and all the region round about
the "Village of Grand Pre," has been
more prolific than any other part of
the Dominion in turning out smart men
Perhaps the soil so good for potatoes
reand apples which have a world-wid- e
nown, may be the cause who can tell?
I will mention a few of the men whose
names are familiar to every one who
Sir Charles Tupper must be
reads.
first on the list; his father and grandfather were Cornwallis men, the former was a noted divine who lived to at
great age; Rev. S. T. Rand, the Micmao
missionary, whose linguistic lore won
for him LL.D. from Kingston, D.D.
from "Acadia" and D. C. L. from King's
College; Sir William Dawson, so well
known in your city that I need only
to say his birth place was Plctou, N. S.;
J. M. Oxley, whose fame as an author
of no mean repute also belongs to us;
Dr. T. H. Rand of Toronto University
and Dr. B. Rand of Harvard UniverW; Eider
sity, Cambridge, Mass.;-Trofof College, Mass.; the late B. De Mille,
Principal Grant, all are Novla Scotia's
sons and own Arcadia College as their
Alma Mater.
They were nearly all
farmers' boys and won their way un
aided except by pluck and persever
is

ance.

,

Notice.

"From this moment we part for
ever," he hissed.
She turned upon him haughtily, regal
even in the hour of her humiliation.
"No. Fitzmaurice
she answered. "I am accustomed to
exact a week's notice from all of my
Maurice-Maurice-

husbands."

,"

Detroit Tribune.

Tlila Ia a Shame.
There is a woman in Buxton, Mainej
who is metaphorically kicking herself.
Since Grover Cleveland went out of
office she has discovered that her late
husband was own cousin to Mr. Cleveland's mother.

-

.

The best augury of a man's success
In his profession is that he thinks it is
the finest in tho world. George Eliot.

and relief funds pour in both from the
government and from charitable individuals relief funds which never, in
anything like their full amount, reach
the people for whom they are intended.
Finally, there is always a promotion,
by way of "recompence
for public
services," conferred on the officers under whom an embankment has been repaired. All this may sound incredible,
but so well known is it in China that
there is a popular saying which runs:
"The best cure for the Hwang Ho and
the best safeguards against floods
would be to behead all the officials and
leave the river to itself."
FEMININE

FANCIES.

Poplins are once more in favor aa
chest materials.
And soon the lawns will blossom out
In full summer regalia.
Many a woman spent yesterday in
doing up her furs in camphor.
A gift of flowers is always
acceptable,
but never more so than Easter.
All white duck wheeling costumes
will be worn by the summer girl.
Trained gowns are undeniably going
to. be worn In the very near future.
It looks as though the Eton Jacket
were going to be run into the ground.
'
Falms and rubber plants now get an
airing on the front porch or In the back
yard.
Business men declare that they dislike having dealings with women and
ministers.
Do not wear your street gloves on
the blcjcle; that is, if you want to keep
them presentable.
When you are really hungry for your
breakfast you can rest assured you are
in exi client health.
Look well at your breakfast table,
even though there 'Is no one but tho
waitress to Bee you.
Tie woman who really loves her
home will never become reconciled to
apartments, no matter how attractive
they may bo.
The girl in the shop who looks at tho
clock 20 times an hour is not apt to be
the one promoted by her employer for
zealous devotion to his interests.
Philadelphia Times.

disturb financial relations. In such a
delicate organization as that of the
world's commerce, it needs but a featherweight, rightly applied, to alter the
course of trade and credit, and produce
a boom or a crash."
The present sun spot, which has been
in evidence for nearly a year, would
thus, in the minds of many people, account for the silver agitation, the floods
in the Mississippi and the recent elections.
But a European astronomer who has
been considering the subject, without
going into individual cases, has shown
that the plague and famine in India
are the result of this sun spot, and that
we are likely in the near future to wit
ness other disturbances resulting from
this same cause. In 1893 in India nnd
ail over the tropics and subtropics, in
cluding the Cape.Australia and California, says this gentleman, the rainfall
was excessive, and therefore the temperature was very much depressed. In
India it was the coldest summer and
year and wettest season on record.
There was evidently some general
cause at work, and the effects were distinctly an intensification of what ordinarily takes places at the maximum
sun spot epoch. The years 1892 and
1894 grouped round the maximum spot

..V,- -
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PROF. YOUNG.

year; 1893 showed similar characteristics in India. Then came a sudden
change in 1895, and up to the present
time, with effects tho disastrous character of which for India we know too well;
1896, in fact, was Just as extraordinary
a year for heat as 1893 was for cold. In
Australia and America the areas of
heat were unprecedented. The wave
of tropical draught has not yet come
to an end yet, and when it does the sun
spot effect would tend to prolong it
through the period of minimum, which
is due in 1900. At such times it is very
rare for the troplcnl rains to be plentiful or well distributed, which latter is
The busiest telephone exchange In an unimportant factor in regard to the
the world is in Chicago. It is the Washjrowth of crops. The sun spots, howington street exchange, where the dally ever, may disappear as mysteriously as
they came Into view, and the gloomy
avorogo is 180,000 messages.
predictions of this astromomer be

Kentucky has burned in its affidavit
is his regular vocation.;
On the other hand, it is not impossible
in these days of ingenuity and invention to circumvent the designs of Providence in the form of the official brand-e- r
of the state.
Skin grafting is as
common an operation these days as tho
pulling of an aching molar, and the re-- )
leased convict could at a reasonable expense have the brand cut out and new.
skin grafted in its place.
And thus
would the ends of Justice be defeated.
There are arguments on both sides ot
the measure, and the supporters of eaoh
will toss thorn at each other with vehemence and earnestness when the bill
comes up for passage. Strange to relate the" corporations and trusts are
against the bill.
BICYCLE SAVES HIS LIFE.
Colonel Pickett of New Haven, Conn.,

that thieving

Takes Poison by Mistake.
Colonel Charles W. Pickett, a republican politician and editor of the New

Haven Evening Leader, had a peculiar
and narrow escape from poisoning last

week.
,
Colonel Pickett is a sufferer from
dyspepsia and has been taking a tonic

for relief. This tonic he has kept'in a
medicine chest at his house, with other drugs. Last week, feeling somewhat
Indisposed, he went to the medicine
chest and took what he supposed was
his tonic. In a few minutes he began
to feel ill, and on investigation discovered to his alarm that he had made
a mistake, and, instead of his tonic,
he had taken fully 100 drops of nu
vomica.
Frightened at his act. Colonel Pickett mounted his bicycle and
scorched for dear life to the office of
Dr. William P. Baldwin, in Chapel
street, who hastily gave the colonel an
antidote and a hypodermic injection, ,.,
ot the poison
by which the influence
-

was overcome.
Dr. Baldwin says It is the only case
he has ever heard of in medical practice where death did not follow such
a dose as Colonel Pickett swallowed.
His exertion on the bicycle in his mad
race for life also had a beneficial re-

sult.
A Millionaire Sues for Divorce.
The suit for divorce instituted by
Mrs. Antonio Terry, formerly Miss
Grace Dalton of New York, has begun
in Paris. Mr. Terry, who is a Cuban
by birth and worth 14,000,000, is a naturalized American. He is defending
the suit, although he has declared his
intention of marrying Miss Sybil Sanderson when he Is free to do so. In an
application for temporary alimony Mrs.
Terry was awarded $400 a month and
the custody of her child, and after aa
appeal had been taken the alimony
was increased to $1,000.

Locomotives for .fapan.

The order for the building of forty
locomotives for the NIppou railway, in
Japan, is reported to have been given
to the Baldwin locomotive works of
Philadelphia.
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World Triumphs

Knte'rou at tlie Rait Les Venus, N. M.,
for transmission ihrougU the
postomce.wnnil-rlMSts what elves Hood's Sarsaparilla its great
To the Editor of the Optic.
ntatter.
rnll. bii
, popularity, its constantly increasing
1897.
N.
Htb,
SasxaFic,
M.,May
sales, and enables it to accomplish its
tt Iti gulling to bo a saying in Santa
wonderful and unequalled cures. The
,
BIeull Notice.
by mall, Fe that to get the news of the town
omblnatlon, proportion and process
IAi V(Wi Mailt Ohtio Delivered
tm.lKi per annum; 16.00 for six one
used in preparing Hood's Sarsaparilla
luust road the Las Vegas or St.
months; a'J.M) tor three uioutua, Jly
are unknown to other tuodiciues, and
W cent
pur week
Louis papers.
i,AS Vkgas Wkkklt Orrio 88 columns, demake Hood's Barsaparilla
Yv'u have ao excuse for a paper here,
livered lip mall, postpaid, U.W per annum, 11.00 for six months, 76i for three
months. Slnnle coileslnwrappers,5 rents. but U does not pretend to give the
both dally and weekly,
' Hnmpleroplesot
mailed (re when dtslred. Ulve poatolllct news of ,tho day. Tbe New Mexican It cores a wide range of diseases becausa
aililress In full, incliulirnj itata.
has degeuerated sadly since it changed
Maws, (OHM-toof its power as a blood purifier. It acts
Ookhkhi'oniiknub Oontitlnln
bamis. Mr, Cross at least dared to
from all part or the co'intry.
directly and positively upon the blood,
adiliessed to the editor of give tbo news. He could not be soared
Tub Optio, to Insure attention, ihould be or
and the blood reaches every nook and
bought with a $2 a month adveraccompanied by the wrlter'a fullbutname
corner of the human system. Thns all
a
as
'
not
for publication,
and address,
tisement, t i
the nerves, muscles, bones and tissues
Kuaranty of jiood faith.
A few days since, ooutracts were
come under the benohcent iniluouce of
Bumittamokh May be made byordraft.mouey
order, postal note, express all registered
awarded for supplies at tbe penitenti.
and
our
at
Address
letten
risk.
letter
sry. The thing was a rank swindle
telegrams toKastLas Vena. Tub
New Mexico.
and a matter of great interest to the
'
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DEDICATION.
ol the statue
The dedication
to the memory o( the father of bti
country, under the auspices of the io
cioty of the Cincinnati affords, apart
from Its patriotic motive, a striking
and probably unparalleled exemplifies
tion of American perseverance and de
termination. Lacking six weeks, eighty
six years have elapsed since the Penn.
sylvania branch of that society, by
formal resolution, pledged Itself to the
erection of this tribute to the first pres
ident of the United State. For awhile
the proj oct was received with entbus
iasm and a considerable sum for those
Then came
days was subscribed.
aoalliv and discouragement. One after
another of the original committee died,
until not a familiar face remained, but
as each one passed away his plaoe was
filled. At spasmodic intervals renewed
appeals for funds were issued. A
number of patriotic citizens organized
an auxiliary committee, and at the end
of fifty-si- x
years this auxiliary had accumulated 150,000. The fund of the
Cincinnati, in the meantime, Had reachThe two tnsis were
ed $137,000.
combined and the contract for the
monument was awarded to Professor
Kudoiph Sicmering, the celebrated
sculptor of Berlin.
therefore, marks the culmination of the patriotic intentions of the
e
of Quakers that gathered in
Independence hall more than
of a century since.
Since it has been discovered that
Major Llewellyn's chief support in the
governorship contest is famished by
Senator Allison, of Iowa, the major's
candidacy assumes a moonshine as
pect that few people can consider seriTrince has a good
ously.
memory. lie looks back over the po
luical struggles of 1884, and evidently
thinks it good politics to mention"
Llewellyn's name at this time as a final
application of healing; salve for the
wound that broke out in the Rynerson.
Frinco split of that year. But do not
imagine for a moment that Prince is
out of the contest. He has met all the
charges that were filed against him and
he has come borne to rest and wait.
TO-IA-

lo-l-

To-da- y,

two-scor-

three-quarte-

fr

ra

public Tbe New Mexican, however,
had not a' word to say on it. You can

guess the reason.
Now comes another sensation, thst
bas kicked up more exoitement than
anything that has happened for ten
years in this town. Not a word from
the NeiV Mexican. The story briefly
is this:
On thn morning of May 4th
Ed. Fenstermaoher died very suddenly
at the Exohange hotel. A few hours
before his death, he had a prescription
filled at Fischer's drug store. It called,
among other drugs, for one grain of
morphine, and was filled by Flsoher's
clerk, a boy of eighteen, named Geo.
Kirby. Three hours after the death of
Fenstermacber, Kirby skipped the town
and bas not been heard from since.
Tbe supposition is that be got too much
morphine iu tbe medicine and thereby
killed the patient.
Kirby has been before the board of
pharmacy three times for examination,
but failed each time. On tbe occasion
of his last appearance, be begged so
hard that he was given a certificate
which provided that he might put up
prescriptions only nnder tbe eya of bis
employer. Of course the provision has
not been complied with and be bas always bad charge of tbe store in the ab.
sence of the proprietor. The board of
pharmacy is to blame in tbe matter,
but the New Mexican does not publish
anything tbat would reflect on that
body because a member of tbe board
has a $2 a momh advertisement in tbe
paper and threatens to take it out
should anything appear. Mr. Fischer
has ec ed viry honorably in the mattei?
He acknowledges that the boy possibly
made tbe mistake. It bas been decided
to take up tbe body and bold a post
mortem examination to officially decide
as to the cause of the death. This will
probably be done
The question arises as to what protection the publio has if tbe board of
pharmacy is going to allow eighteen-year-ol- dP
boys to put up prescriptions
This is the kind of news that ought to
be published ao that the publio may
see tbe necessity of
But the New Mexican is afraid.
Yours truly,
A

Taxpatek

Ex-Go-

SOME UAPtfBLISHKD
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Onr Special Correspondent at Santa
Fe is Up to Date as Usual.
Special Correspondence of the Optic.
1897.
Santa Fe, N. M., May
It has been observod on the plaza that
ex Delegate Catron and the Hon. A.
Staob do not speak these days as they
pass by. The story is s float tbat tbe

lth,

srx.

Sarsaparilla
II

per .bottle.
enre Liver Ills; easy to
take, easy to overate. 340.

The One Trus Blood Purifier.

MOOU S

flllS

A News Center.
From tbe Fueblo Chieftain.
The Las Vegas Optio continues to
publish occasional news letters from
Pueblo written bv John J. Bipous
They are readable and spicy, and show
bow much reading matter of general
interest can be put together at this

point.
How's This

I

Wa offer One Hundred Dollars' Reward
for anv cae of Catarrh tbat cannot be
enred bv Hall's Catarrh Cure.
if. J. CHENEY dc CO,, Props.,
Toledo. O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
1A years,
believe
and
the
last
for
Cheney
him perfectly honorable in ail business
to
carry
transactions and financially able
oat any obligations made by their Arm.
VTbst & Traux, Wholesale Druggists,
Toledo. O.
Waldino. Kixwan Sc Marvin, Wholesale
IlruFffixis. Toledo. O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally
mucous
acting directly upon tbe blood and Trie,
per
surfaces of the system. Price,
bottle. Sold by all Druggists. Testimo
nials free
.

Will Curvil bas been confined to his
room at Silver City with an attack of
the grip.
Hemorv

Is a

little treacherous now and

then, and canses one to forget some things
worth rememberiue. unless one bas an exDerlence like that which came to Mr. D. E.
East, Moffat's Creek, Vs., who say "I had
been suffering for years with a torpid liver
and found no relief until I took Simmons
Liver Regulator when I was entirely relieved ot my troubles. I never intend be
ing without Simmons Liver Regulator."
-

A rare musical

treat

in tbo form of a

musical concert is in store for Silver
people about tbe
City's music-lovin21st of this month.
g

Tiiy Have

Striking Counterpart

You

Been stricken with uiaeaso while your neigh
Both were alike
bor escaped, or vice-versxposed, but in one case the the disease germs
found lougemnuthi the Impure bleod and weak'
eued syslcm.iwhlle in the other, the blood was
kept pure by Hood's Sarsaparilla, and the
body was in a condition of geod health.
Hood's PKU are purely vegetable and do
aot purge, pain or gripe. Sold by all drugglsta- -

The docket for tbe May term of
court at Silver City, both criminal and
civil, are unusually large. Night se!
sions will De neia, u necessary.
There are a great many of the unfortun
ate ones in this world, greater in number
than those who are blessed with good di'

In

A. G. SCHMIDT

Rctliflt

ii

Manufacture! of

,

Napoleon knew vrell tlm rains of a
After Auxterlltz the world seemed
his. Fame lriviioJ, lortuue fnvorert, everything kilruulntfcd his aspiring amhttion.
With crowluif power, ho leathered the
frulu ot victory. And so has It ever been.
Success succeeds. A ootbble illuntratlon of
his truth It furnixhed by the greet victories won at the World's Fair in '93 and
the California Midwinter Fair In '01 by Dr.
Price's Creem Buking Powder. Ever
sales end popularity have been
the result. ThS people have promptly
ratified the oftlclsl verdicts that declarsd
Dr. Prlne's, for leavening power, keeplitK
q null tin, purity end freural excellence,
inn "foremost bakinK powder in all tbe
world." Quite as quickly as tbe great
Emperor do they know the value of a
victory that means world-widsupremacy.
vlo-tor-

14L--

And dealer la

Heavy

.

Wholesale Grocers. Wool, Hides,
Pelts, Plows and Agricultural Implements. Alfalfa, Crass, Cane

Modish Millinery.
line Is new shown

and Garden Seeds. Eastern Seed
Wheat

b

An elegant

MRS. I,. IIOLUSN WAGER.

Pattern Hats

Ranch and
Mining Supplies.

to suit the most fastidious. Ladles are
respectfully Invited to call. Place of
bulnes directly In the center ol tbe
city, a short distance east of the bridge.
Enallsb and 8D anlih t fdklnaisstaknl

The True Remedy.

W. M. Repine, editor Tiskilwa, 111
"Chief," says: "We won't keep house
without Dr. King's New Discovery for
Consumption, Coughs and Colds. lx
perimented with many , others, but
never got tbe true remedy until we
No
used Dr. King's New Discovery.
other remedy can take its place in our
home, as in it we have a certain and
sure cure for Coughs, Colds, Whoop
ing Cough, etc." It is idle to ex.
periment with other remedies, even if
they are urged on you as just as good
as Dr. King's New Disoovery. They
are not as good, because the remedy
bas a record of cures and besides
to
It never fails
guaranteed.
satisfy. Trial bottles, 10 cents, at
Petteo Drug-Co's- .
Murphey-Va- n
drug
store; at wholesale by Browne & Man
zanares Co. Regular size 50 cents and
-

$:.oo.

SocorroNew Mexico

Vegas.

The community grant of tbe town of
Ileal de Dolores cumes np before the
United States land court, next Monday
This case is of groat 'importance to
number of southern Santa Fe county
miners. The claim Is for one square
league near the center of the Ortiz
grant.

n Home

Santa

Fence Wire, Nails, Picks'and Shovels, Blasting and Giant Powder,
Cement, Sheep Dips, Sulphur,
Wool Sacks, Dried Fruits, California and Eastern Canned Fruits
and
Farinaceous
Vegetables,
Goods. Navajo Blankets.

TIME TABLE.

CONDENSED

Westbound,

No. 1 Pass, arrive 6.15 p. m. .Dep. S:40 p
No. M freight
Lam
CALIFORNIA LIMITED.

Mondays and Fridays.
No. arrive 7:10 a. ra. Depart 7:15 a.
Carries Pullman cars only.
Carries Flrt Class tickets only.
Pullman sleepers, Douver to Las Vegas
S

Imported and

ASTBOCMD.

No. 2 Pass, arrive
No. 6J freight

a. m. Dep,4:10a m.
7:80 a. m.

Domestic Groceries

CHICAGO tIMITKO.

Wednesdays and Saturdays.
No. 4 arrive s ot p. m.
Depart 8:00 p
Carries Pullman cars only.
Carries I st Class tickets only,
luliman sleeper, I as Vetfas to Denver.
hot srainos bkanoh.

Bain Wagons.

D

70S

I

703

701

East Las Vegas and

Hardware,

KEveryklnd ot wagon material on'hand
Horseshoeing and repairing
specialty
Brand and Uanzaaares Avenues, Kat La

t

,

MANZANARES
COMPANY

Carria ps,

e

CAKDKO.

.l 70S

I

701

im.MV.

708

I :
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j&if'fS
of,t.s&i04k
o GROSS.
o BLACKWELL

10:00a L is Vegas J:S0p (!:00p
10:05a llrlilve Ht. J:asp 5:65pi
IO.Ish uiuerLi.v. j:up'Q'44p
li):2&a
I'ladta IS:0AplS:Kp
10 .Sua HetSpr'gS:S:0Upj5:S0p

7:SSp
ifc
fitOn account of uo quorum, the board 6:S0pS:IOp
ifo&t&SFX
S:HSpi Sll.it.
?:SOp
7:170
of medical examiners of New Mexico, :4p S:2ip
7:lop
which was Jo have held a meeting after 7:U0p 8:K."p
7:06p
the adjournment of the .New Mexico Arrive Daily.
Leave Dal I v.
Santa re branch trains connect wltb So.
medical association, did not get to
1,S, 8, 4 and as.
getber in Albuquerque,
Nos, 1 and , Pacific and Atlantic express,
have Pullman palace drawing-roocars,
News Service extended.
toertst sleeping cars and coaches between
The St Louis Republic recently made ar Chicago and Los Angeles, San Diego and
Pullman palace
wiib tbe cable companies, Ban Francisco, and
rangements
and coaches between Cnlrago and the
whereby direct news, from all sections of cars
E. Copelakd.
the civilised world, are received. It now City ot Mexico. Gen. Agent,
El Paso, Tex,
prints more authentic ferelgn news tba
Round trip tickets to points not over 135
any otuer paper, and continues to keep
mues
cent
iu
at
reduction.
per
its record for publishing all tbe home ne
OHAS.r. Jonas,
Tbe outlook for tbe year is one of big
Las Vega. N. M
Agent,
news events, rast succeeding seen other
and tbey will be highly interesting to ev
llailroad
Kates.
eryone. ine price or me ltepuulus dally
General Assembly Cumberland Preiby
$6 a year, or $1 60 lor tbree months.
The
Republic will remain teri.n church at ChicaKO, 111., Mar 20th
same oue dollar a year, by mall twice jane zoa,
rare ana
on
f
certificate plan for round trip.
Annnal meeting Supreme lodes A. O. TJ
. A party of Denver young ladies are W., Milwaukee, Wis , June 5 to 11 '97. Fare
on certificate plan (or
and
making preparations to visit Cernllos reund trip.
and Madrid on their ' wheels. Tb
Aannal metinfr American medical aschief conspirators are Mrs. Arthnr sociation,
Pa., June! to 4
IOI 102 AND
Peters and Miss Rotta Burdick, for W. Fare Philadelphia,
and
on certificate
iw nwn, n m U
now
in
of
round
Denver
(or
Madrid,
trip.
plan
living
merly
ST. ST. LOUISMO, "V
General Assemblv of the United Presbv
Tasgi.miw.rssw
terlan church of North America at Hock
Free Pills.
111.,
May 23 to June 5. f. Fare
& KELLY.
Send your address to H. E. Bucklen Island.
on certificate plan tor round
and
& Co., Chicago and get a free sampl
trip.
box ot Dr. King's New Life Pills.
Annnal Coneress of tbe International DI.
trial will convince you of thir merits, vine Science Association, at Ht. Louis. Mo..
d
These pills are easy in their action an may ntn io men, !. r are and
are particularly effective in tbe enre of on certificate plan (or round trip.
Annual
meeting ot the American Asm.
Constipation and Sick Headache. For elation Nurserymen,
et. Louis. Mo.
Malaria and Liver troubles they have June 9th and 101b, '97. atFare
d
and
been proved invaluable.
Tbey are on certificate plan (or tbe round trip.
- a
snM.M T
D..
Quadrennial General Conferenca nf th
guaranteed to be perfectly free from
United brethren In Christ, at Toledo.
every deleterious substance, and to be Iowa,
May 10th to 23th, '97. Fare and one- WHOLSfisCTaB sUID BIT All, DlJUUME MW
purely vegetable. They do not weak third on certificate plan (or tbe round trip.
en by their action, but by giving tone
o. r . .iONKs, Agent.
to stomach and bowels greatly in
Santa Pe Route California Limited.
HiRDIABE, LUMBER, SASH. BOOBS. BUNDS,
vigorate the system. Regular size 25 Leaves Chicago 6:00 P. m. Werlnesrlav.
cents per box. Sold by Murphey-Vaana oaiuruays, nansas uuy v:ou a. m. and
rotten Drug uo'a. drug store:
Thursdays and Bon
ienvero;sup. m.,
reaching Los Angeles In 72 hours
wholesale by Browne & Manzanares days,Ban
and
Diego in 76 hours from Chlcacn.
Co.
uoonecung iram lor can r rancisco via.
Keturos Mondays and Thursdays.
Mojave.
Dr. Francis Crosson left Santa Fe
Equipment of superb vestibuled Pullman
EAST LAS VEGAS,
NEW MEXICO j
for Denver to attend tbe meeting of palace sleepers, buffet emokinsr car and
Most
car.
luxurious
service
via
dining
the Colorado medical society.
any KPHOBH
Ro. ofls
iine.
ellT rtxttreoln tltf.
Another express train, carrvintr nslnm
ana tourist sleepers, leaves Chicago and
nansas uity daily (or California,
inquire or tiocal Agent, or
A. T. & 8. F.R'y
5 W. J. Black, G. P.
A.,
Topeka, Ks.
Meeting Benevolent and Prntentlvn n
der of Elks at Minnnannlin. Minn lni n.k
1897. Open rate of one regular sinnri.rri
(are (or tbe round trip, plus 60
n"us. ireioii un naie juiv ZD'l ann Krrl.
1897: final return limit to ha .Tnlir mth
subject to extension ot limit to not
ly7: man
later
j uiy aist.ltOT.
Itching, scaly, bleeding palms, shapeless Balls,
C. F. Jonks. Agent.
and paiDful fiuger ends, pimples, blackheads,
PeODle'B
YoUDg
Soolatv
Phrist.Un Vn
and
skin,
falling
hair,
dry, thin,
oily, mothy
deavor, at Han Franoieoo, Calif., July 7th
scaly scalps, ail yield quickly to warm baths
to
$41
1897;
12th,
the
(or
round
with Cdtioora Soap, and gentle anointings
trip. Tickets
on sale June 22nd, 2Srd and 29th
and 30th,
with ConcuBa (ointment, the great skin enre.
and July 1st, 2nd and 3rd. 1897. Going
trip to begin only on date of sale and to be
eontinuous passage. Tickets shall not be
good to leave Ban Francisco earlier than
July 12th, and final return limit shall in
no case exceed August 15th, 1897.
C, F. Jonks, Agent,
JtfloldthrooghonttheWOrltL POTTS E DtDO AMD COUf
Corp., 8oU Prop., Boaton.
ICoraet ,
"
WfilU
and Douglas Avenue- mt" How to Produce Soft,
Handi," frM.
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neglected to have tbe filing gestion. To some people the greatest mis
fortune is not to be able to eat everything
stamp of the treasury office affixed to set
before them.
"I suffered for years
An Arkansas state senator made an Mr. Staab's indorsements for
appoint wild Dyspepsia, and everything 1 ate disattempt on the life of Col. J. N. ment as internal revenue colleotor and agreed with me. I was induced to try
Jjlver Regulator and was cured.
Smithee at Little Rock, yesterday. that when Mr. Catron was asked to ISimmons
now eat everything.". M. Bright, Mad
He is now editing the Gazette in that withdraw"tbem and send them back, ison Parish, La.
city and had been caustically criticis- Mr. Staab discovered tbat they bad
Miss Lucile Bantz, of Silver City,
never been filed.
ing the action of the state solon in deThe insurance men are still chewing is improving rapidly from her in- feating the railroad commission bill. the rag over that i 10,000 deposit law. jury.
Col. Smithee will be remembered as a Every adjuster and general agent that
The Best Remedy far Rheumatism.
former special agent of the interior comes here swears like a trooper and
bis company is going to pall From tbe Fairbaven (N. Y.) Register.
declares
Mexico
in
the
New
under
department
Mr. James Kowlatid.or. this villaire.states I
out cf New Mexico. But time is a that for
twenty-fiv- e
years his wife has I
Cleveland regime, thence going to
leveler, and by February next, been a sufferer from rheumatism. A few
great
as
on
the
an editorial writer
Denver
nights ago she was in such pain tbat she
they'll probably all stay in.
was nearly crazy. Hue sent Mr. Rowland I
News. The only objection urged
They say that W. M. Berger, who is for tbe
but be bad read cl Cham
in Washington ready to nab the first berlain'sdoctor,
Pain Balm, and instead of going I
against him in tbo latter capacity by
ror
tbe pbysiclan, be went to the store and
the late Col. John Arkins was that he official job that shows any signs of per secured
a bottle of it. His wife did not ap-- 1
him to elope with it, has
or Mr. Rowland's purcbase at first,
woro out an elevator going down stairs mitnng onto
prove
the
caught
patent enterprise but nevertneless applied tbe Balm thor
for drinks between times.
which renders hello girls entirely vue oughly and in an hour's time was able to I
less adjuncts about a telephone offioe go to sleep. She now applies it whenever
and finds that
Afthk all tnat hne send-ogiven It Merger' comes out here introducing she feels an ache or a pain
it always gives relief. He says that no
Unas. W. Ureene, toe
d
any suob
devioe, be ought medicine which she had used ever did her
The 25 and 50 cent sizes for
man, in Thk Optic yesterday, it has to be caught op bodily and flung into as much good.
sale by K. D. Qoodall, Depot drug store.
been discovered that the Greene we tbe navigable Bravo.
It is gossipped about here tbat EdWalter Boardman has been seriously
were thinking of isn't the Greene who ward
Fenstermaoher, Billy Price's bar ill with congestion of the stomach,
is assigned to New Mexico as a special tender who deid
suddenly, tbe other down at Madrid. The latest
reports
agent for the land department. The night, after a protracted spree of over are that be is now
slowly improving.
in
have
been
C.
is
a
W.
indulgence
liquor,
of
may
Iowa,
Greene,
appointee
late deputy county auditor at Des poisoned by a young drug olerk who
Sioo Reward Sioo.
had been licensed
the Territorial
of this paper will be pleased
Moines.
lie is said to have alway board of pharmacy. byThe deceased's toThe readers mere
ITCHING HUMORS Initanfty rrtllereit by
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n. Kenenan master.
a.
Goods
Selected
appointed
ality alone, that Is concerned in tbe case
With Great Care and Warranted as Represented.
town
bis
for
fine
He
Rheum, Fever Sores, .Tetter, Chapped Mr.
prospects
reports
isn t the right kind, or it
is assistant city clerk al
of the bomemuker, and bearer of children.
of a nne uarvey Hands, Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin ue (iarver
addition
ith
the
'
amines.
isn't digested. You need
,
One may make terms with conditions by
house and station. Mr. Lesser is in4 Eruptions, and positively cures Piles,
but
themselves
even
everything,
denying
fat prepared for you, as in
or no pay required. It is guaranteed
New Oold Fields.
tbe brick.making business there- that cannot stifle tbe feeling of indignation
Recent sensational gold discoveries in
E. Elder retired from business, to give perfect satisfaction or money
J.
s
Emulsion.
Scott
y
In
the
and
over injustice
tbe
River distriot, northern New Mexheart,
family
moving bis stock to the Colorado com- refunded. Price 25 cents per box. For ico, Red
this locality will shortly
Let us send you a book about
needs appeal to tbe mother heart with a
Petten Drug Co , be asindicate that
offioe, of whioh be is sale by Murphey-Va- n
telephone
pany's
celebrated as Cripple Creek.
widely
force that incites to rebellion. Again, the
it. Free.
and
at
Las
Las Vegas and East
Ajajs.
Vegas,
manager.
Already tbe rush of miners and prospectors
soul denied the privilege of self sacrifice,
. . .
wholesale by Browne Sj Manzanares has begun, and by the time the snow bas
SCOTT A BOWNE, Chemists, New York.
in
to
result
fully melted, thousands will be on the
tbe
helpthat
may go
express
Co., East Las Vegas.
ground.
You
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Public Opinion
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six-han- d

cot-glas- s
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fat-formi-
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WINTERS DRUG CO.,

'Plaza
Dealers in Drugs, Medicines and Chemicals.

pos-sib-

PERFUMERY,

Las Vegas, -

- - - New Mexico.

Make Your Money
On Your Purchases

fulness the muster's work, Is enslaved.
Tbe intense annoyance suffered In silence
by many a mother through the bumlliatlea
of this dependence, bas bronght children
inte the world branded with a greed re
sulting in criminal tendencies. Medical
records trace kleptomania to such origin
in many cases.

WILLIAM BAASCH,

Ed Price and Miss Mary Jost were
united In marriage at the residence of
Manuel Medina, ot Albert, Union
wbets willing to stand or fall on his
the bride's parents in Clayton, Ber.
.mSrltsas a Dakar, has constantly
county, died of dropsy at bit home.
on aale at the
Brown officiating. The groom is a
By virtue of tbe session laws of 1897,
cattleman of western
n
in regard to couoty normal schools, LAS VEGAS BAKERY
and the bride is one
Union
county
in
been
Prof. Caroes bas
appointed
Opposite Fostofflce. West Side.
of Clayton's roost estimable young
structor of the normal school for Union
u rxme ladies.
term VBB8H BBIaDi sjaks
county and will hold a
Bneeiak orders Oiled on short notice.
at the Clayton public school houso,
Warm the joints, ease 'the pain and drive
out all rheumatic Influence In the body by
commencing on the 1st day of July,
.
2
of the law provides
1897. Section
using Laixemand'b Specific for Rheum.-tismIt It one of the very few old time
that all teachers within the county
science
remedies which modern medical
MALBOEuF,
must attend a normal or show a ceras been enable to improve on. uures
Price $1.00 per
tificate of haying attended a normal
quickly and permanently.
vial. Sold by Murpby-Ya- n
fetten Drug
school within a year.
Co.
Educate Tour Bowels With Cascoreta.
and Eczema.
Tetter,
Candy Cathartic, cure constipation forever.
IncilOo. 25c. It C. C. C. tail, druggists refund moneyThe intense itching and smarting,
dent to these diseases, is instantly allayed
Eye and
Max Weil, well and favorably known
by applying Chamberlain's bad
cases
Skin Ointment. Many very
in Union county, and wbo for several
It
cured
it.
Saddles
Etc., years was in the mercantile business on
by
have been permanently
Harenss,
is equally effic)3pt for itching piles and
Ute Creek and was auerwaras employa favorite remBdy for sore nipples,
The best place in the
ed at Cone & Duran's, at Clayton, has
pites
frost
chilblains,
chapped hands,
returned from Zuric, Switzerland and
.
buv
and chronic sore eyes. 25 cts. per box.
your
City tp
will once more locate in Union oounty.
Dr. Cady's Condition Powders, are A fine Hne of home
when in bad
made Wrappers
Don't Tobacco Spit and Smoke Tour l ife Array.
just what a horse needs
condition. Tonic, blood purifier and
Sacks :
ault tobacco easily and forever, be mag
Dressing
To
vermifuge. They are not food buta
etc.
netlc. lull of life, nerve and vigor, take
Aprons,
that maltes weak men
medicine and the best in use to put
the
horse in prime condition. Price 25
strong. All druggistd, 60c or SI. Cure guaran
ana
Booklet
teed.
sample iree. &auress
cents per package.
Remedy Co., Chioago or New York,
well-know-

two-wee-

woman is a joy forever,
be in harmony. Tall
women cannot be too critical of proportions, especially in the matter of foot
gear. The foot of a large woman should
be larger than the foot of a small woman;
otherwise her walk Is involved and her en
durance Is limited.
woman creates a desire
A
One be
to cultivate her acquaintance.
comes engrossed in guessing ber name, her
inclinations, and last but not least, a sly
thought suggests some action on tbe part
of tbe adadrer that will bring out ber
voice. A beautiful voice dwells with one
as much as the face pf beautiful woman
Ttm irenina of Edwin Booth could be
picked from among a thousand by the
sound of his voice. James S. Blaine could
d
by bis .yell
bold bis audience
modulated voice. Henry Watterson made
his fortune in tbe lecture field by that
voice. Felix Adler's voice, small but vol
ii ml nous, belies his stature tint not his
ethics.
Kecb.atlyat a lecture in town, tbe voice
of the lecturer, a visiting priest, redeemed
tbe ennut M threatened the audience on
of faf lone waits.
ot the voice from a high
Th
often mars an in
.n a low reeister.
tended intense tragic delvery of special
lino.. The smoothness Is Jarrd by a lack
f .h ...ltivaUon of the loWW tones. This
fault was very apparent in Finny Daw
sr
eu port's "GiBmondo." Not so with
son, ModjesKa or a o.uuu.
This subject reoalls the impression of
Robert Ingersoll's voice. It is in touch
with his avoirdupois and stomps Mr,
and is in order
tte
evith his opinions loud.
A

d

Everything must

spell-boun-

stump-speake-

business and
The y. W, C. T. W.Mi
at the
vening,
metrting'last
Monday
social
Abou
Howard.
borne of Miss May
M8
thirty yondjr Popl
and all spent a bumI enjoyable Temog.
composed of Mes"'
A committee
and Eddie
Kpencer, Stl'es, Thox. Ward
a
McWenfe, were appointed to prepare
nocul for tbe list inst, end all are
the plcnimre to be obtainsd there.
The Y. AV. C. T. 17. was organized a year
the
ezo with twelve members and now
.
.number of members enrolled is
la doinz eooJ work In

Prf'
aotje-lpRtr-

fifty-three-
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.o,-ft-

.

WM.

al

Salt-Rheu-
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lse,

rfiiKipt of the following

a

Zfeld,

apprci-E.i-

.nf bf Chicago siuiualcal college:
lfxt P!ire Vji'ic:
ainp-"'- v
for
ivo.o rtott,tik vu most
our
boljirahli,
1b- - kind nntice.r'irirri'in
b
in Tmir
,ff..P wMoh
is
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ep'''l courtly M.J:y
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Are sold now

at extremely low prices, at

STROUSSE & BACHARACH.
BUSINESS

DIRECTORY

Barber 6 hops.

A kidney remedy that can be depended
uoon will be found in Prioklt Ash Bit
ters. Itn heals and strengthens. Bold by
Petten Drug Co.
Murphey-Va-

f

I.

O. O.

F.

VRQAS LpDGB No. i, meets ever
XJiHondoy evening at their
hall, Slxtft
vla,t'r,B brethren are cerdlaflv
to atterjd.
Invited A"
A--

SY,""

.

S'J.

.

wonder-worke-

Arm wan
decreased, despondent.
With no energy or interett In life's dutiesr
by a torpid
Jt is a state of mind produced
to
liver and puts tbe body in a condition
What
disease.
you need is
easily contract
the celebrated sys- Abb

Hittbrs,
Prickly
turn rairulator. It stimulates

the kidneys,
liver, tones
strengthens and invigorates thetbe
bowels
cleanses
and
stomaoh
the
up
a fpvr dopes will revive the exhausted
to
feel
Btroner, buoyenergy and cause you
Sold by
ant, vigorous and cheerful.
Fetten Drug Co.
-

"

-

1

To Care Constipation Forever.
Caqdv fathartic. Wo or 25a.

Tate Cascarete
It C. C. O. fftil to

cure, drutws&j refund money.

for Fifty Cents.

ia

mallroug,

tobacco habit cure, makes weak
blood pure. 60C.M. All druggists.

'bitters' are not medicines,
Many
hnt .imnlv liuUQM disguised, so as to evade
is not one
tbe law. Piuckly Ai.it Bittibs
of this cIbbs. It is strictly a medo Ine,
on the kidnej s, iiersnd
acting primorily
diseases
bowels, and for the dangerous
it is a remedy of
these
organs
attack
ib.t
l
nothing object
tbe mt grade- - There
its taste. It has a very agree. . tiawnr And is rw Dtable to tbe most
V
, .umscb. huhi by Murphev-Va- n
Fetten Drutf

.,.w,n

-

.

v.

' It's the Bsst on Earth."
That is what Edwards & Parker, mer.'
hants. of Flam". Ua., says of Chamber-

Fain Bulm for rheumatism,
lain's
i,L- - rf.pn.heated and muscular

Out Dppr Roses

sever

Hardy .
Climbing Roses

eys-tvt-lja- w.

Climbing Vines
Hu)jflus Japonicus.
Madeira

Thee

Vm.

vines grow from thirty
in a season.
feet
forty

ft.r

The Westfleld (Ind.) Jtfews prints the following in regard to ao old resident of tbat
to plaoei ('Frank Mciyoy, for ninny years
in the employ of the h., M. A. ; 0. railway here, aeys: 'I hVe used Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy for ten years or longer am never
without it in tny family. I consider it tbe
best remedy of the kind manufactured. I
take pleasure in recommending it.' " It Is
a specific for all bowel disorders. For sale
dfpg store,
by K. D. Qooall, I)epjt
P" .
...I.I

to show Plants
jo atrouble
give ppces.
w

J.

lame

Bus.
Bold by K. D. Ooodall, Depot drugste on i

r- -

tr

a

ar

tiftan.

l.

manager

Fourteen applications to make final
proof on small land holdings in Valencia county in tp. 10 north of r. 7 west
and situate south of Cubero, have been
tiled in the local land office at Santa
Fe. The final proofs will be made on
July 1st. The claims are over forty
aores each and filed upon by persons
claiming uninterrupted possession for
more than twenty years.

rr

tv

Groceries

X&O

M.w f.im Or. F.

ly, to lUizabethtown, Hematite and Red
River City. For further particulars, apC. F. Jones, Agent.
ply to

make it if you trade with us. Our stock

B. M. BLAUVELT,
Tonsorial Parlors,
Center Street.
There are some people who never wear
W. L. EiRaripaicK, Cemetery Trustee,
Bon-toHt. Louis, Long Braitcsi, nmnd
dark glasses and yet they never see anyand
and
bos
senator,
round,
square
tbe
it's
who
are
wjr"
BJOHrK-SaUMthing bright;
dyspeople
IiODOK KO. 028.
peptic and soured. Everything is out of pauour si apeumiiiy.
rnbetlK
jClBKNIAE LRArJB-Re(r- lar
oint witti such people, "i suliered many
iHweuay eveniag ei eaah aaonfe
years with Dyspepsia and Liver Troubles PAELOB BAIiBEB SHOP.
Pi
haV,
but have been relieved since taking eim- Center Street,
B. J. HAMitToa, Free.
.
mons l.ivjr Kegulator.
I Know others
B.BosBiaav
O. L. Gregory, Frej.
ho have been greatly benefited by its
Hot
Only skilled workmen eraplojTjd.
Jk. ii. V. W.
se." James Nowland, Carrollton, Uou.
and cold baths In connection.
DIAMOND LODGE No. 4, meets first anC
ewiolnps each month la
The Albuquerque School Fight.
BousAts
WVnian JslOeK. DfinPlai. avanna
Vlsltlna
From the Albuquerque Democrat.
brethren are cordially invited.
: A. T.
M. W.
Kookhb,
There is no necessity for a wrangle over SAN MIGUEL NATIONAL,
C4bo. W notes, Beoorder
V F. IfaRzoo. Financier.
Blxth street and Grand avsnne
public tichools in this city. The ecfyopl
board is requested to attend EtficUy to
Sterling
A. If, A &. M.
business ; and If any of the teachers do not
County Surveyor.
ObapmaB Lodpre, No. i, meets first ana
satisfaction, discharge them and get
tliird
Beniiniin F. Davis, who will he Biv
ThnrsdiMr
evenings of each month, la
others. Citizen.
F. MKKBDITH JONEB,
the Mosfinlo temple.
Visiting brethren are
indly remembered by many Santa Fe
ENGINEER AND COTNTT
Invited.
fraternally
CITT
L. H. Hofmelster, W. M.
friends as cjerk at the Palace hotel for
Office, room 1, City ilall.
American Beauty, red.
0. II. Sporleder, Sec.
or nine months during 1895, died
Baroness Rothschild, light pink eight
N. Y., a few days ago,
Las Vegas Royal Arch
at
Herkimer,
No. .
Physicians and HurgetmB.
V
a
Regular convocations, nrstChapter,
Coquette des Blanches, white. at the age of twenty-fiv- e
Monday In each
jears,
rooutjh.
Visiting companions fraternally
O. V. GORDON, M. D.
victim to tbat dread disease, consump
Mfgna Charta, dark pink.
Invited.
O. L. Gkbookt, K. H. P- L, H. Bofmbistkb, Seo.
TAMME OPERA HOUSE, EAST
tion,
OFFICE Vegas,
N. M. Office hours; U
x
12 a. m., s to 4 p. m., 7 to 6 p. m.
Las Vegae Oommandery, no. a. Regula
To Cure Constipation Forever.
CQ.mmnnloa tion , second Toesdoy
Take Cascareta Candy Cathartic 10c or 250.
month
VUStlng Knights cordsally welDK. 3, M. CDNNINGHAM,
If C. C. C. fail to cure, druggists refund money.
JOJSH HILl, B. B.
comed.
CrAS.
HT8IOIAN AND SURGEON. OFFICB IN
L.
H.
Ran.
HonrBisraa.
Malboonf
building, up stairs.
S. E. Laukard, local agent at Santa
OOUNOIt, NO.
Royal and
Fe of tbe Phoenix fire insuranoe comBaltimore Belle, blush white.
LAS VEGAS
. H. SSIPWITBi
Masters. Regular i, eonvocnthm
pany, of Hartford, Conn., paid over
Prairie Queen, deep rose.
AND BUEGKON . KOBWKLL ttilrd Monday of each moatb. Sanctuary In
T3HTSI01AN
Masonic temple.
Gao, T. oui,p
to Jacob
Weltmer, tbe sum of
JT N. M.
G. A. ItOTUOkn,
X. I.M
.ie., etc.
RAI.M Is positive care.
fl,750, being the full amount of FXY'fl 0RA1W
Recorder,
Attorn
Mr. Weltmer's losses, Incurred through apply into tlie nostrils. It is quickly abaorbad. 50
the
are
InMoapns
bordlalla
city
vieltjng
at Dnicrinsts or hy mail ; samples 10c. by mall.
vited to attend
these bodies.
the fire that consumed his residence rente
FEASK ePUIMQICIZ,
SkY BUOT11EKS, 60 Warren St., New V"-- '' nitT.
A TTOHNET AND 0OUN8KLLOS AT LAW
and furniture on the 23d day of FebruKnatern
V Office in Unltrn block. Sixth street,
ary last.
Cobea Scandeus.
,
EastlAS Veiraa. K. M.
Regular onminuntoationa seoenal and fourt
-

hU,.'ty.
j

Take tbe oanta Fe route to Springer, N,
M., from which point there is a stage, dai

PRICKLY ASH BITTER
uwrvva.t.0
DLtAHit--

ias
nil blTOI RESIST
tit rJlFVAILHTG

I
J
AKD FORTIFIES THK STSTEM

aii.no TEB BOTTLE.

DISEASES.

SOLD BT ALL DRUGGISTS.

''Danger

TRY

ATTORNET8-AT-LAV-

,

BS

Ve,

Haase's

DY

Rolled

Herring

C9V

In cases ol typhoid fever, diphtheria and other
wasting diseases, when toe patient has been
reducod in flesh, and strength, and begins tl'a
toilsome climb to haaltU, Jlere food's
parill.i finds lis place. It enriches tlie Mood,
strengiiicus tlie nerves, tives tone to the digestive organs, and builds up the whole systenv.
pills,
Ilaoil'a Fills ttre tlie best sftcr-dlnnassist digestion, cure headache. 23c. a box.

evenings.

rN&fna. 0. II. SroRiKPHR. Worthy Matron. 1
FOKT
Kmha. Benkdiot, Traaenrer.
mn.
1!
OFriOB, WT
visiting brothors and sisters forfllaJI.
East Las
N. M.
Miss Hi.ANona Roth of a
invited.

LONB

Ready

ear,

See

For the
Table.
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TO DEATH. come to him the thoughtHisthat the penitance, "coming to lay flowers on it am A
most hated
tentiary awaited him.
make speeches."
enemy stood before him, exultant at
Matt Barlow shook bo that he wai
forced to steady himself by graspntg THE JACKSONVILLE TRAGEDY having at last cornered him, where he
could heap disgrace and contumely
WAS LITTLE MORE.
the shoulder of the small boy, who
upon hla head. Maddened beyond oil
him
with a wondering
gazed up at
control, he rushed upon Hastings, cut
face which struck some faint chord ol Tlialr Tari-IQDark
for
la
tin
StrugfU
his wrlsti with the knife and thus renrecognition within him. "They won't
tin Mattery Th Victim Itolv4 dered him powerless to defend himself.
know me," he muttered to himself in
133 Kulf Woundi and Gave Up th
Then the awful struggle of life and
quavering accents. "Lucy herself, nor
Until Whan II Dluii,
death followed, Huntings battling with
my own mother wouldn't know me ai
his bleeding stumps, the other man
I look now. An', anyhow, they couldTC? T wns
a horrible plunging the knife into his body with
n't do nothln' to me.
the rapidity of a woodpecker tapping on
murder, that which a rotten
limb. By and by came the
occurred
Jackat
The tune played was, to him, not
beginning of the end.
Hastings exrecent111.,
sonville,
"Marching Through Georgia," but
hausted
loss
of
the
blood,
by
evidently
a
when
promily,
"Honor gone, all's gone;
He
tried to escape from the room.
citizen
of
nent
that
Better never have been born."
his keys from his pocket In an eftown, Charles L. took to
fort
over and over. The tattered battle flags
again the spring lock
llastings.was found between unlock
him and life. They must have
carried with reverent hands above the
murdered, and for been torn
from his enfeebled grasp, for
heads of the marching ranks, almost as
which
another
were found on the floor. Exhaustthe hst Is carried In Old World religprominent resident, they
ious processions, mado his heart first
Charles L. Drapor, ed Anally, too weak to stand, be sank
down Into a chair between two others.
burn within him, then sicken at the Is in Jail and held on his own confes
thought that his place should not have sion of guilt. Hastings was found In Panting, be lay there with his arms
been hero among those1 who watched it the law and abstract office of Judge E. outstretched to either side, for thfcre
from afar off.
P. Klrby, where he had been placed to are pools of blood to show where hla
"Either with them or them!" he guard certain papers from mutilation life ebbed out at bis wrists' ends onto
the floor. With his head thrown back
thought fiercely, first glancing at the and to catch if possible the person who and
gasping for breath he afforded an
d
ranks of
soldiers, then had entered the place before and damfor the death blow. The
at the tall gray shaft, which seemed a aged other papers. Draper Is also an opportunity
knife was plunged and the warm blood
In
office
the
to
on
write
the
skies
with
abstract
his
Its
witnesa
finger
lawyer,
on the carpet. The
to the glory of the fallen members of same building. He had, with Hastings, spurted In a torrent
feet. The bleedto
his
shock
him
lifted
of
one
at
time been an employe
Judge
the th Pennsylvania Volunteers.
back against
were
wrists
pushed
ing
some
Some distraction from the thoughts Klrby, and it is Bald the two had
the wall behind him as be
of the moment was absolutely necesdifficulty which made them enemies. out. Then he fell forwardstraightened
on his face
his former monologue:
"Yes, It's as
Blood was found on the stairs and on
He picked up the
and died. The murderer, having finI say, be throwin' about the country sary.
and
office
knob
door,
the
of
his
to
Draper's
boy, saying
sister, "Bub here
ished his fiendish work, having cut his
for a few years an' you ain't good fer
down on the ground," his arrest quickly followed. The charcan't
enemy ia 133 separate places, then
nothln' else an' you don't ask fer noth and see, way
as
it
acter
of
murder
stamps
Hastings'
swung him to bis shoulder. The
Man looked like a minister
ln else.
smiled friendly wise into the rough one of the fearful deeds in the history
come along this here square just yes boy
face and remarked with a wavering of crime. It was evidently the work
me
'n
Jawed
'bout
'bracln' up an'
t'dy
of a man so beside himself with rage
of his forefinger:
bein' somo use in ther communerty p.n' sweep
that he know not what he was doing.
"That's
monument."
father's
my
all that. 'Here,' he says, 'I'll givo you
There was no cold, premeditated butch
"Your
father's,
hey?"
the address of a burer of charity In this
"Yes. He was the bravest man in ery, no evidence of a gloating over tho
city where they're anxious to put able the
horror or the blood letting. Rage, al
th Pennsylvania.
My mother
bodied fellers like you on farms In the
most madness. Is evident in every punccounus
so
tells
often.
He
died for his
west.' Laws, he might as well saved
ture of the dead man's body. The arm
his breath to cool his puddin'. I've got try."
"Who was ycur fathor?" Struck that plied the knife must have kept at
ther card, but ther burer 11 never git
its wild work until all but physically
by that dim resemblance to
again
me. Goin' a'ready? Well, s'long; wo
exhausted, for there were 133 cuts in
someone
he
the
had
asked
be
known,
may meet ternight on this bench agin;
tho various parts of the corpse. The
I don't expect ter go nowhere else if question, halt shrinking from the
wounds were located as folyet never dreaming what it would principal
ther cops leaves me alone."
lows:
"Maybe we will and maybe not. I've be.
Left arm, 6; left foroarm, 5; left 1
got folks here in Philadelphia, an' it's
1
cut back; left hand, 2
"Matthew Barlow, an' my name's hand, leftlong
half likely I may look 'em up." An
hand front, index and midstabs;
Matthew
indicat
inBarlow, but hers"
unaccountable trembling had come
dle finger incised, also second wound
to Barlow's voice as he answered and ing the girl "ain't. She's Dora Ma on Index;
right forearm, long Incision
into his feet as he shuffled off with an tilda, after' her aunt."
cut along toward elbow, startoblique
air remotely imitating energy, and inWell, and wherein lay the horror of
at wrist; left side body and near
CHAS L. DRAPER.
to his Angers as he ran them down In- It? Had he not wished and intended ing
to backbone, 76 cuts or stabs; right
to his coat pocket and drew out a dingy to bunt up his family and be reunited
side, 2 cuts or stabs; right side of neck, closed the doors of the still open vault,
pocketbook, besides as fiat as a pressed to the children who had been babies 6; punctures into pleural cavity, 9; left leaving the marks of his
d
when
autumn leaf. He took out an equally
he saw them last? And here he
hands upon the pavemeat out and down
1 Btab.
thigh,
dingy piece of newspaper and studied had stumbled across them without the
The body was not mutilated after into the Btreet, up to bis office, meetthe words printed on it as thoughtfully least trouble.
Across them and death. Evidently every blow that was ing Morrison and the others, and after
as though he had not known them by across his own monument!
struck fell in the struggle which took washing some traces of the blood from
heart for a month or more:
Where's your mother?" he asked In
place in that room where the two men his bands and face, went home.
a
of
"If John Barlow,
Northumberland
whisper, not daring to look behind were fighting.
The fight to save Draper's neck' will
To this feature more
county, Pa., sometime a resident of him.
than anything else is attributed the In- be a bitter one. He has considerable
"Out working. She cleans offices tense interest which Is
Philadelphia, will communicate with
being taken in property and Is understood to have
.4
mother does, an' she couldn't afford to Jacksonville in developments
His
as to the wealthy relatives In Missouri.
take
off, 'cause it's desperate crime. Hastings is largely responsible home was formerly in Louisiana, Mo.,
hard to get along anyhow, she Bays, for his own death, by reason of the fact where his father was a pension agent
and"
Draper's connections in Jacksonville
that he visited his office on the fatal
Matty!" In the girl's tone of gen night unprepared to meet an enemy. were of the very best. He was a popKs eft Jr
ftJ ast L ll14
tle rebuke there was a familiar cadence He had been warned to be ready for a ular man, a member of the Masonic orhe wondered at himself for not no fU;ht to the death, but he neglected it der and the G. A. R. Upon his conticing before.
Rousing himself, he and paid for this neglect with his life. nection with the Masons many base
said to her tentatively:
Draper had been suspected of being the belief that he will escape the exHow do you know your father's the man who was surreptitiously visittreme penalty of the law. He has a
dead? Maybe he'll come back some ing Judge Kirby's vault and mutilating charming wife and daughter, who moved in the best circles in the city. They
day with a lot of money and make you
all rich."
were all members of the Presbyterian
Dora Matilda shook her head. "He'd
church, and on the night of the murder
Mrs. Draper and her daughter were at
have come back to us before this," she
I
said confidently.
"He was reported
tending a service of prayer while the
fpvtik
crime was being committed.
missing after the battle of Bull Run
On the other hand Hastings was
and mother says she's sure he's dead.
She says, too, that she'd rather he'd
equally prominent. At one time he
left us what he did an example of
had been one of the social leaders of
"DIED FOR HIS COUNTRY."
the town, but after his sojourn In Minbeing brave and willing to die for the
the undersigned he will hear something Union than hundreds of gold and sil
neapolis a few years ago, where he
to his advantage. The name and ad- ver dollars."
failed in business, and his return to
dress of the American representative
Jacksonville, he became more retired
"Your mother ain't married again,
of a weir known English law firm fol then?"
and rarely went out. He was also a
lowed.
Mason.
Surely it was Lucy's own self in the
Draper attempted suicide by hanginghaughty flinging back of the head and
"It means some o' them English re- the answer which rung proudly out,
in his cell Monday night following his
arrest. He took one of the sheets from
lallons o' course," mused Matt Barlow "Certainly not!"
as he had used a dozen times before,
his cot In the cell and twisted it into
The deserter suddenly set the boy
"I uster hear Grandfather Barlow talk down. Something bore too heavily on
a rope. He careiuuy adjusted a Knot
of money that had oughter come to us his shoulders. It was that great Bhaft
about his neck, and the other end about
a hinge in the door, and jumped from
from the other side by rights, but never of stone, his monument. The band
LAWYER HASTINGS.
his cot into the air. He had not placed
othin' to come of it Won- kept on pretending to play patrlotio
expected
der if Lucy seen it? Wonder
and songs, but really beating the air with the books. He was known to be the the noose right, and the result was
then the thoughts which gathered the refrain, "Honor gone, all's gone!"
strangulation, instead of a broken
man not connected with the ofas was Intended. Fellow-priso- n
round that name became of a character Had he dreamed of something he was only
fice force who was in possession of tho reck,
not to be uttered aloud to a
to bring to these children, by answer- vault combination. This combination ers heard his struggles and gave the
frowsy tramp, even if he hap- ing the advertisement which was to was changed for the reason that Judge alarm. Draper was rescued, and phypened to be oneself. As he waited on lead him, perhaps, to unlimited wealth Kirby wanted to catch the thief. For sicians summoned, who soon revived
The next day he made a full conthe corner for the crawling horse-ca- r
and comfort? What wealth, what com- twenty-on- e
of Police him.
nights
of having killed Hastings. His
fession
which amply met Philadelphia's de- fort could
replace to them or to him Lige Goodrich slept in the office with
,
mand for rapid transit in 1874, ha did
lantern and a revolver, but plea will be
the heroic image which his return a bull's-ey- e
mutter a few words audibly:
would blot out from their young mind? no one ever came. Goodrich was con"She'll act queer at first if she ain't The ten
Pi lest Objects to Whispering. ,
years of poverty which had vinced that the nocturnal Intruder was
married again yes, there alnt no been bitter
A warrant waB sworn out at Owosso,
to him had been sweet to aware that the place was being watched
doubt but she'll act queer. But I kin them with a sweetness he could never and was lying low. He
expressed this Mich., the other day for the arrest of
make her understand that at first it know
belief in the presence of Judge Kirby. Rev. Father Peter J. Slane of St
them
Let
and
work
toil
again.
was as much as my life ?.'as worth to
"He won't come while I'm there," Paul's Roman Catholic Church on comand even if they tasted the bitterturn up anywheres, and then, when the on,
said
Goodrich, referring to Draper. plaint of James Welch, a merchant of
ness
would
or
of starvation
death, it
war was over, 'twas too late; she
be better than anything he could give "You'd better discharge me for a while, Corunna, charging him with aesault
wouldn't have had me, Lucy wouldn't!
and battery. Welch attended vespers
or else get someone else."
But now that I kin bring something to them, who, as the martial music kept
and Father Slane asserts that he was
This was agreed to.
had
never
better
have
him,
reminding
her an' the children, as well as myself,
During this same conversation Hast disturbing the meeting by whispering
been born!
by comln' back, it ain't so much of a
ings remarked that he was down town
prodigal son business."
every night, and that he would drop
works
the
"Sister
too,"
boy
prattled
"A deserter! A deserter!"
in and see if he couldn't catch the felsaves
and
a
she
"in
on,
money
factory,
The vagabond woke from an uneasy
low.
to
flowers
for
the
year
buy
dream in which all the people in the through
"You'd better go armed," advised
when
Decoration
Then
all
the
Day.
car seemed pointing scornful fingers at
"That man (s dangerous and
Goodrich.
we
on
nave
gone away
put them
him and hissing that title of reproach folks
he hates you."
know
you
father's monument."
in his ear. He started as the
This idea struck Hastings as being
out
Barlow
reached
his
hands
Matt
conductor laid a hand on
ridiculous. He was an old soldier, and
his shoulder, to say sternly: "Wake up, toward the bunch of limp roses and naturally a courageous man. He
which
the
girl held,
You fading mignonette
you, or I'll put you off the car.
the danger, and so it was setdisturb everybody with your m titter- then as suddenly withdrew it. "Keep tled that he would keep his eye on the
'em," he said gruffly, almost violently. office. Wednesday night, the night of
ings."
It had been a good many years bince "I thought I wanted one, but I don't." the murder, was an ideal one lor
That evening, as the stars and the
Matt Barlow had allowed himself to reSomething
prowling about unseen,
call exactly why it was that ho was gas lamps began to twinkle in unequal was wrong at the waterworks, and the
wandering homeless about the country rivalry over Washington square, the electric light plant could not run. The
Indifferent to the fact that his family man who had been sleeping heavily on town was dark as pitch. It was rainmust mourn him as dead, or why it was one of its finches opened his eyes in ing hard and a perfect gale was sweep
that he half hoped that they did so response to a slight shake. Instinc- ing from the prairies and across the
mourn him. But
it was all wak- tively he felt In his pocket for his pipe city. Hastings must have realized the
ing, waking within him under the influ while be inquired laconically:
opportunity offered, for despite the wet
"Back?"
ence of the day, together with the new
weather, he left his boardiDg house afFATHER SLANE.
"Yes," said Barlow, closing his Hps ter supper and came down town. He
desire he had vaguely formed to take a
fresh start in life. When, a half hour tightly. But as has been said the oth- was seen by Dr. Frank L. Norbury tit to a young woman who occupied the
the pulpit,
later, he stood in the densely packed er was a man without curiosity, and he 9:06 o'clock, across the street from his same pew. The priest left and
asked
crowd in the cemetery and waited for asked no other question than:
office.
He was alone. No one saw htm walked down to the pew
"Haven't got a bit of paper I could go to. his office, but it is presumed that Welch If he did hot know enough to
the ceremonies of Decoration day to be"
gin,' he strained his eye to see the in- light my pipe with, have you?"
he went there almost immediately, for behave like a gentleman in' church.
to
leave
the
started
he
Welch
newsA
says
have."
was
I
on
the
.
less
In
a
half
hour
than
crumpled
"Yes,
scription
Draper
huge obelisk, half buried In floral tokens, around which the paper slip was taken from his pocket-boo- seen on the Btreet by Al Morrison and church when Father Slane struck him
in the face and added afterward that
to
man
the
twisted up and tossed
John Pine, covered with blood.
guard of honor stood, but the sun was
did not kick him
Of course it was
In his eyes.
Draper was already at the vaults in he regretted that he
the on the bench, and then Matt asked:
:'
downstairs.
sun.
"Say, if you ain't going to use that Judge Kirby's office when Hastings un"What soldiers Is that monument card, could I have it?
locked the downstairs door and began
An Ancient Bark.
raised to, sissy?" he asked, huskily, of
"What card? Oh, the charity burer aecendlng the dark stairway. At the
The bark True Love, built in
a tall girl' of 12 or 13, who Btood be- thing! Ye ain't goln' out west on a top of these stairs there is a hall. Passin 1761, has been found upon
side him, holding a smaller boy by the farm, are you? Might as well be dead ing down this, entrance is made into
hand.
as workin', an' burled as on a farm."
Judge Kirby's office through a door to search to be yet afloat, la the capacity
" 'To the imperishable memory of the
"I am dead an' buried," said Matt the right. The vault is In the back of a coal hulk, on the river Thames at
heroes of the th Pennsylvania Volun- Barlow, slowly. "An" got a monument room, where a light could only be seen London, engaged in active trade at the
from the rear of the building.
teers, who "fell In defense of their coun- raised over me."
age of 133 years. This discovery was
;
Draper saw when Hastings entered made through a casualty recorded In
try,, this shaft is erected, " read the
Philadelphia Press.
that it was all up with film. There the Maritime Exchange.
girl in a clear voice. "Them's the
Bhe added in kindly explanaThe heaviest bell In the world is that must have flashed across his mind the
Aaron Moyer, of Scrlpstown, Pa., has
tion, as the sound of the band and the at Moscow, Russia, which weighs 42,-00- vUion of himself, and i!s family, disBound apples that havet beea
would
which
the
flutter of the red, white and blue banNew
by
graced
exposure
That
in
perfectly
the
pounds.
city hall,
surely follow. There may even have In his cellar two yijars.
ner, was dimly discerned in the dis York, vrfcighs 22,300.
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HE man's name
was Matt, and It
suited him. Great
Is the conjuring

nower

or.

names.

Aftnr knowing dozens of
' -ir
men whose characters flat- '
ly contradict the Idea we
rtCj J associate
with the names
given them by undlscern;'
'
lng sponsors In baptism,
we
BtlU
cling to those Ideas,
and to us Tom U a waverweak-knee- d
Individual, Joe
ing,
a reckless,
pranksome
suggests
fellow whose heart Is In the right
place and his tongue hung loose at both
ends, and John suggests the picture of
a "steady, solid, sober personage, who
seems a bit of a prig until we think of
Henry, who creates about him an absolutely Intolerable atmosphere of

Jfri

.

moral and spiritual snobbishness.

He whose name of Matt fitted him
better than the shabby, shoddy garments which hung about him In dispirited folds was short and square set and
'

stooping.
Yet he was not so old as age goe3
Yet he was not so old as age goes
only 35, and as he told the man who
occupied the same bench, he had only
been on the road for ten years.
"I've been trampln' It for nigh on to
fifteen," said his companion, a man of
about his own age, but whose dress
and person presented an appearance of
even more acute forlornity. Surely, no
two more unsightly human blots ever
disfigured a landscape than these, who
lounged untidily on the benches of
Washington square, blind to the blue
and gold brightness of the early morn
ing of one of the first Memorial Days
this city ever celebrated. Now and
then smart blue coated soldiers, with
pinks In their button holes, either singly or In groups of two or three, stepped
rapidly through the square, too intent
on reaching the rendezvous where they
were to assemble for the grand parade
to waste a glance on the two vagabonds
'who had met.fraternized and exchanged
isxperlsnces and confidences within the
space of the last half hour.
"Fifteen years at trampln' Is as good
as a hundred," continued the first
speaker, meditatively. "Seems as if a
man gits it Inter his bones by then,
an' it wouldn't be any good fer his own
Belf to want ter stop it, let.alone other
folks. Now, I'd been on the road fer
five years when this war business broke
out. Directly it came I went to Cana-dI wasn't goln' ter take no chances.
I didn't see nothln' of it, nor care noth-ifer It, an' wen it was over I come
back and bummed about the country
ever sence, without findln' things much
changed anyways from what they was
before. That's why I don't take no interest in this here racket over Decora'
tion Day."
At that moment the thrilling music
of the fife and drum, as a small detachment of soldiers wended, their way
down Walnut street, flashing the'Stars
tad Stripes in the eyes of the spectators who- instantly collected at doors
and windows, sounded In vivid contrast
to his speech, and In Matt Barlow's
dull face there flickered a faint sparkle
of surprise. "I don't feel that way,"
he said, hesitatingly; "I'm kinder glad
there's braver men than you an' me"
something had gotten into his voice
an d made it almost Inaudible "to fight
for the country we're bummln' round
in; an' I'm goln' out to the cemeteries
ito do honor to the soldiers, dead an'
livln', who did It if there's any honor
to anybody In a feller like me bein'
'round anywheres. You see, it's diiTer- y.
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A True Incident A woman was picked up in the street (n an unconscious con
dltion and hurried to the nearest hospital. On examination her body was foun4
to be covered with sores caused by the hypodermic injection of morphluo.
This were wreck of ft woman had once held an honorable and lucrative
position in a large publishing- house in
New York. . Her health began to fail. In- stead of taking rest and medical treat
if IF 4 1L.
l V ment, she resorted to the stimulus of
morphine.
The hospital physicians discovered that her primary trouble was
an affection of the womb, which
could readily have been cured in
the first stages
If, when she had felt those severe pains in the back, the terrible
headaches, the constant sense of
fullness, soreness and pain In the
pelvic region', she had used Lydia
E. l'inkbam's Vegetable Compound, it would have dissolved and
passed oft that polypus in the
she would have
womb, and y
been a well woman sitting in her
-
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TICKED UT ON BROADWAY.'

fuSS

strange that a woman like this one,
highly educated, and so well placed, should have de
pended on morphine, instead of seeking a radical cure.
There is no excuse for any woman who suiters she need not go without
help. Mrs. Pinkham 6tands ready to help any woman ; her address is
Lynn, Mass. Write to her; it will cost you nothing. In the meantime get a,
bottle of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound at the nearest drug
store. The following letter from one of your sisters will encourage you :
'
Miw. Bertha Lehkman, No. 1 Erie St., 27th Ward, Pittsburg, Pa., writes
to Mrs. Pinkham: "I can hardly find words with which to thank you' for
what you have done for me. I suffered nearly seven years with backache
and sideache, leucorrhoea, and the worst forms of womb troubles.
" Doctors failed to do me any good. I have taken four bottles of Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and one box of Liver Pills, and used one
package of Sanative Wash, and now can say I am well and have been steadily gaining flesh ; am stouter and heartier now than I have been for
years, I am recommending your Vegetable Compound to my friends. Again
I thank you for the good health I am enjoying."
Three to One.

In discussing the railway problem
those opposed to the companies should
bear In mind that more than seventy
dollnrs out of every hundred invested
In railway property paid nothing on the
investment last year. To put the proposition in Its simplest form, nearly
three dollurB brings no returns for
every dollar that earns a dividend.
It is contended by some that the
present capitalization is an unfair
measure of the investment because
and similar transactions
have inflated the capital. Perhaps in
some cases this is true, but on the other
hand vast aggregates of stocks and
bonds have been wholly swept out of
existence by foreclosures or reorganlza-- r
tlons. The one about balances the
other.
This being the case we get down to
the present proposition, namely that
the railways have a right to reasonable
returns on the money actually Invested.
This is all the shareholders ask of the
public. And they have a right to this.
The public has no right to demand that
they shall ask less. More especially is
this true when upon the future of these
properties rests the comfort and hap
piness of a million wage earners. And
os the welfare of these, with their four
million of dependents, depends the
prosperity of hundreds of thousands of
other breadwinners.
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"WAS IN THE ARMY MYSELF."
ent with me; I used to be In in ther
He hurried out the
army" myself."
words half in fear, half bravado, us
V . . I. Ill
a .1
I.. a
iuuu&u musing
uueiueugu, una men,
with a sharp Indrawing of his breath,
narrowly watched his companion as
though dreading their effect.
A

Phila-dedph-

,"

But his hearer was a man without
rurloaity. "Thasso?" he asked, indifferently, and returned, as iuough ho
l&d no Interruption to the subject of
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WALL PAPERS CARPETS
pi'lcf. THE UKNVKK k'AlH. Samples
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and Stout 8 reels. Denver.
KELIA B I. E GOODS ONLY
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An w ?M: sflnnLKXJr harness

COLFAX AVE. FLORAL CO,
628 Kith St. Tel. 1314. Green- uoubcs Cor. IColfax and York gt., Denver

FLORISTS
I

Marliinerj. Mining, Engines, Boil
2ND Hmid
etc. Send for prices. S. 8. Machinery

Co., 1329 Lawrence.

Warehouse 0th &Mitrket

all makes 910 np. Supplies,
etc. Liete free. Typewriter
Kxctiange, ItKW Champa Ht.
A MiW UPKIOIUT PIANO, tun.
wood cone, WAKUAKTED FiVK
YKABS FOK $m WKITK ot
temHnri price. The KNIGHT
CAMi'l KI.L MUH1U CO. iJenver

Typewriters

PIANOS
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UNTINC1 FI.AOH made ot the
wool bunting, with the tub

compliment
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Successful Women Fighters,
,ii pvra Brnvuou cavil uniuu. ui. un,
11.30 each.
tl, 10 W, 12M, Uas s, 16 ttiM
In the little town of Nano. In Sweden.. the
tm.au, a)
;6 svi.nu,
'i$!'.iu,
firemen happen to he women, however parat'tO.HK :i t?J.IH), 86 26.60, 40 &,
(Oi,
doxical that sounds.
The place is only n F. H. FISliKH, l;UKxl Larimer btreet, Denver
little village, and four enormous tubs con"
stitute the
One hundred
Photo work for am- and fifty women make up the lire departat cut prices. Send
ment, and one of their duties consists in
Catalogue of the new
always keeping the tubs tilled. with water. style Cameras, "Wizard" and "Uo Peep;
The women are lino workers. It Is said,
on the market. The Ford Optical &
and know how to handle a tire with as little finest
Surgical Instrument Co., Denver.
coufuslon as
H

DU

"water-works.-
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possible.
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N. Y. WALL PAPER CO.
Rocked on the Crested Waves.
Lawrence.
The landsman, tourist or commercial trav- Jobbers !
eler speedily begins, and not only begins,
01
but continues, to feel the extreme of human
misery during the transit across the temEtc. Samples t urnlnheil FUKE on RequeHt.
Hut
Atlantic.
If, with wise prepestuous
science, he has provided himself with n sup.
ply of Hostetter's Stomach Hitters, bis pangs
are promptly mitigated, and then cease ere
the good ship again drops her anchor. This
0, 840 and SSO. Tandems 8100. A. I
is worth knowing, and thousands of our
4
Lawrence St.
CO.,
yachtsmen, summer voyagers, tourists and PEA.NK

WALLPAPERS

CRAWFORD BICYCLES
1730-22-2-

business men do know It.

"My cousin Josephine suffers from weak
heart action." "Weak heart action? Didn't
1 understand
you to say he had been married four times?"
Don't Tobacco Spit ant! Smoke Your Life

lira;,

To quit tobacco easily and forever, be magnetic, full of life, nerve and vigor, take
the wonder-workethat makes
weak men strong. All druggists, 50c. or $1.
Cure guaranteed, liooklet and sample free.
Address Sterling Uemedy Co., Chicago or
New York.

"What is his reputation for veracity?"
"Very good; he hasn't seen a single Hying
machine this pring." .

"Isabel didn't marry a handsome man."
"How do yon know'" "She had such a quiet
wedding."
Mrs Wlnslow1

Hoottiiiig hyrup

PorchiUren teething, softens theKitms. reduces inflammation, allays pain, cures wind colic. 25 cents a bottle.

"When we were first married you gave
mo half the closet." "Yes." "And now you
act ns if I ought to keep my coat and trousers hanging over the hull banisters."
TO Cl'RE A COLD IN ONE DAT.
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. All
Druggists refund the money if ii falls to oure. 25c
"It took me only two days to learn to ride
my wheel." "Yes, of course; but how long
was It before you could really ride?"
.

LIQUOR II IIIT POSITIVELY Cl'RKD. .
- ...
MmtiA TntDlBiaut
W --i, . ,. .
- ...
,
Ultm RIIMTp K,CII 11U

cure no pay. Send So. mump for trentlse. Seiirotlco
Medicine Co., HornetlsviUe,
N. Y. Mention this paper.

"Margaret always reads the end of a novel
first." "Why?".
"So she can lie awake all
night wondering how It begins."
' Plsn's Cure for Consumption is onr
only

medicine for co. gha aud colds. Mrs.
C.
Ueltz, 431) 8th Ave., Denver. Col.-- , Nov. 8, '95.

"These trousers

fit

SbSU MALT TONIC
Is the finest Spring Medicine on the market.
Bottled by the C. A.
Sold by all Druggisls.
LAMMERS BOTTLING CO.. Denver. Colo.

ELASTIC STOCKINGS

SwmK

Send for diagram. TRl'SSES, CRUTCHES.
RUBBER GOODS.
BATTERIES,
Estnb- n DDIkl 1,508 Curtis
Hshed 1874.
U. U JnOifll Ht Denver.

VON SCHULTZ & LOW
ASSAYKKS, CHKMISTSand BULLION
DEALfiKN.
P. 0. Drawer 1537. 1746 Champa St., DENVER, COLO.

Hall's Catarrh Cure
Is taken internally. Price, 75c.

beautifullv. but I'll
"They sent

never go there again." "Why?"
me a bill for 'pants.' "

Prices for Hpeelnien Assays: Gold, Sliver,
Lead or Copper. J1.00 each; any two, $1.50;
any three, $'2.50. Complete price list and
sampling bags for mnlliugfreeoii application.

Denver Public
Sampling Works,
--

M.

C.

SMITH,

--

rnr.ioiNT.

ORES SOLD ON THE

Denver, Colo.

public market.

E. E. BURLING AME'S

ASSAY OFFICE u;bSaetoc
Established In Colorado, 1866. Samples by mail Of
azpress will receive prompt and careful attention,

GOLD AND SILVER BULLION
Rllnd, Mtltd and Auaytd or Purchaied.
Addrtss. 173 and 173ft Lawrcm

St.

DENVER.

COLO,

THE COMPANY PAVft THE FREIGHT
On their oommonniNiM nw te1 horse Thlm. "WW
faoidC 25 tons At rock 3(A) feet each shift
la just us unfa
Bud reliable nn n engine. It can be packed anywhere
a jacr can ko. fto cos wheels o:
clutched to break. 90 per cont ij
wrought iron and steel and will bend
before breaking. Over ri30 ia use'
some running 6 years without one
dollar' flltiqnM W a mnlra t.n
U, 5 100 tlS
QOisu at prices,

To Cnre Constipation Forever.

to-d-

S

Denver Directory.

stock-wateri-

,ter-rlb- le

n,

office.
' Whv will women let themselve.
n th'8Vt'ay? It seems passing1

U

Take Cascarets Candy Cathartic. 10c or SSo.
C C. O. fail to oure, druggists refund money.

"Don't yon like the sawdust circle?" "Are
you talking about the circus or cocoanut
pie?"

i
nd on np. Send forsn UlutttrntM oirculsr to
,MH
WHIM CO..lffi!0urU.btluv.r.(Jolo.

FIGURES ARE YEARS, YEARS IN WHICH, IN
C
fV THESESINGLE
INSTANCES, PAINS AND ACHES
8 Rheumatic, Neuralgic, Sciatic, LumbagicJ
HAVE RAVAGED THE HUMAN FRAME. ST. JACOBS
2'TT
.AS
Z Ofl
OIL CURED THEM. NO BOAST THEY ARE
O
SOLID FACTS HELD IN PROOF.
J fl2g
J
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ALABASTINE.
IT WON'T
RUD OFF.

M.

KALhtinnR T8
Fnpcr1 . i;xrInsanitary.
,y1!iU!iu
, iuci.n U( J AAJU
i.ai
Dure, permanent nnti art iattn
m.

ALABASTUIE."mixing tn ready

for tho bruab

cola water.

for mate by Print JOealers .Everywhere.
Tnn Pooto "One layer 5f
A Tint Carl showlwr 12 desirable tints, also AlabasMno
pajier Is had enonuh, you have
pre
wuirponere. iirit inay recurer I tlLL Souvenir Hook pnt tre to auvonmpmtnnli,ct
f but cannot thrlro.'
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FOR WOMEN AND HOME
i

;.

ITEMS OF INTEREST FOR MAIDS
AND MATRONS.

Wormwood boiled In vinegar and ap
matches bo exactly the shade of the
on a sprain
russet tihoo that the fact of a rubber plied as hot as can be borne
Tho
art
remedy.
invaluable
is
or
bruise
noticed.
to
be
U
hardly
Jieing Torn
affected member should fcfterward bo
rolled in flannel to retain the heat.
Wiilowi Have the lint of It.
The nobblw-- t things to wear with
women
ask,
l.t.
niuny, single
, JWUy
cr roofer costumes are the
packet
attracno
mora
much
are
that widows
fronts of insertion and lace,
sex
those
than
tive to the opposite
over
and paaaemonterle.
all
embroidery
who have never voyaged upon the sea
belts of the same maof matrimony? There la no doubt that Cnmh collars and
the ordinary unmarried girl Is often terial are attached.
Electricity is now used for preservmoBt attractive to a mun in her igneggs. Eggs that have undergone
ing
Its
It
world
and
of
ways.
the
orant
may be kept
she lets It appear that she wants to an electrical treatment and
it Is said
know little except as he may wish her for an indefinite time
to be as
to know, her charm,. In his esteem, la that when used they are found
bound to be Increased. A man loves good as fresh laid ones.
Bowa of narrow velvet ribbon are
tn ha exalted to the Dosltlon of keeper
to
styllth. .on. skirts and waists of
very
adds
mind.
It
and
irlrl'a
heart
of a
and gives him that sense plain India silk. Navy blue, red and
his
of vested interest In another a lire black velvet ribbons, about a quarter
which reaches Its climax In marriage. cf an inch In width, are modish for
But widows are in a different case. trimming chlldren'a frocks.
They do not allure by their ignorance. , English cheviots, Scotch homespuns
and granite cloths, are the most approA dull widow repels men. But a sparkling, bright, conversational and tactful priate fabrics for the popular Norfolk
widow will, if she is young, prove most Jacket. In ordor to show the trim
seducing to many members of the oth- linen collar and scarf now in vogue,
at the
er sex. Men most love innocence in these jackets are cut
a woman more than aught else. But neck.
there are others to who worldly exAnother suggestion comes regarding
perience, especially if accompanied by the care and nourishing of palms and
beatlty and. evident good nature, is a rubber plants. Save all the cigarette
far stronger lure. American widows ashes you can obtain and mix them
excel In charming mankind. It is only with the soil in the pots. These ashes
necessary to think of tho number of will strengthen the roots wonderthem who have become part and par- fully.
cel of English society to realize this.
Washing the hands In a little musThe American girl gets more than her tard water and then rinsing them well
nroner share of masculine adoration is excellent for cleansing them after
In the States. Perhaps this makes tho handling substances with an unpleasAmerican widow's social deportment ant odor. Knives and cooking vessels
appeal 'more to English sympathies may also be readily freed from odor by
and hearts. Unmarried girls may dp being treated in like manner.
Impress upon the cook that she
should strive not only to make her dishes easy of digestion and capable of
furnishing whatever nutrition may be
required, but also to give them the
power of pleasing the palate, and not
only the palate, but the eye as well.
A pretty and unusual salad at a
green and white luncheon waa French
peas and Burmuda turnips with mayThe insjde of the
onnaise dressing.
turnips was taken out so that the vegThese
etables formed shallow cups.
cups were placed upon lettuce leaves
and filled with the peas, which in turn
were covered- with the dressing.
Mau-rier- 's
Sylvia Du Maurier one of Du
loveliest daughters apprenticed
herself to Mrs. Nottleship, a famous
London dressmaker, for a year, and
went bravely through all the drudgery
of dressmaking, from the beginning to
the finish. Now, as she has married a
brilliant but struggling young barrisill mi HI, ".I
ter, she designs and makes her own

Rebellions
without number
others.
have Lecn fought, but always with tho
same result. The Island would be overrun with soldiera of the aultan, the
land devastated, villages burned and

PEOPLE.

AND

CRETE

ISLAND WITH
BEAUTITUL
TROUBLOUS HISTORY.

A

1

The Spring mad Bumnirr Fhloni
Widows Have tlia Ilxtt- - a( It- , ... ovp
lllnt for the
Making In China

lloutabold.
"
Womnn'l Faith.
Hlfi loved you when
the sunny Unlit
.Of bllsa was on
your brow;
has
bliss
That
sunk In ' sor'

4iN

row's night.
And yet she loves
you now.

She loved ypu
Joywhen your
ous tone

Taught'
heart to

every
thrill;

The sweetness of that tongue Is gone.
And yet she loves you still.

Ehe loved you when you proudly stept
The gayest of ine gay;
That pride the bllgtSt of time hath
swept,
Unlike her love, away.
She loved you when your home and

heart,
Of Fortune's smile could boast;
Ehe saw that smile decay depart
And then Bhe loved you most.

,

Oh, such the generous faith that grows
in woman s gentle oreaBi;,
Tls like the star that stays and glows
Alone In night s dark west.

That stays because each other raj"
Has left the lonely shore.
And that the wanderer on his- wayThen wants her light the more.
Letltla Elizabeth Landon.
-
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rhe Turk
cal ltulor
Btrugglwtl

Hunt Tyranni
Xt
Inhabitants Have
fur Liberty Through several
1'een I

t'oulurlmk
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costumes.
An electric attachment for the lighting of lamps is an invention that will
To reach the
be gratefully received.
wicks of most of these lamps with a

'

.
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Letter.)
(Special
!I
HE Island, ftf Crete
lies at the entrance
Grecian
the
to
archipelago, being

1

sixty miles distant
from the mainland
of Greece and 110

self-estee- m

'

...

the Cretans starved into making terms
which the Turhw never kept.
This state of affairs has contlnuod
down to our own day. Just previous to
the last rebellion,. In 1868, the Cretans
addressed a petition to tho aultan pro
testing.
The answer to the netltlon was that
tho Cretans, who had assembled to dis
cuss their situation, disperse at once.
They were reluctant to do this, the
governor attempted to force them, they
resisted and the war waa on. Perhaps
it would have been just aa well if this
petition had received the fate of a former. When it waa handed to the pasha
to be forwarded to Constantinople; he
substituted one of his own composition, Id which his reign of misrule waa
praised without stint and the people
represented as peaceful and happy.
For thia the pasha was loaded with
presents by the sultan, and that waa
the last of the petition. The result of
the petition of 1866 was a long and destructive war, in the end of which the
Cretans, when the aid of Greece waa
suddenly withdrawn, had to accept the
terms of peace offered by the Turka.,
Candla, once the capital and chief
city, still has fifteen thousand inhabi
tants and Is the residence of the Green
archbishop. The extensive fortifica
tions of the Venetians are yet standing, but here as elsewhere, they are
aisadly tut of repair. The harbor is
med inaccessible as tho result of earthquakes, and the town itself has suffer
from the same disturbances.
Suda Bay, a few miles cast of Canea,
d
harbor large
Is a beautiful
enough to contain all the fleets of Europe. The roads throughout the island

mlle3

from-

-

Asia

thus lay
the path
estern migra
tion and was one
nf the first nolnts in Europe settled by
man. The Pelasgl, or prlmltlvo Greeks,
whim thev entered Greece also took
possession of the attractive and luxur
iant island of Crete, and in tne time oi
Homer it waa a prosperous and thickt
country. Its early history is
n
entirely mythical and legendary,
was the birthplace and burial place of
Jupiter, and the wonderful and Intricate labyrinth of the Minotaur.of which
no one who entered could ever find his
way out, was situated in Crete. Cydo-nlthe ancient city that stood where
Canea now is, was called "the mother
of cities.1' In ancient times Crete was a
nlace of iinuurimicu and is described
thus by Homer;- "There is a country,
Crete, In the midst of the uiack tsea,
beautiful and fertile,
roundabout, with a population Infinite
In number, and ninety cities. The races
are different; there are Achaens, the
a,

wave-wash-

land-locke-

There la

Mo

Crowding and

Btrap-IIeng-

-

Why

tpou These Lumbering Vehicles,
nn nil the streets of Paris one of the
failure most noticeable to a foreigner.
perhaps, Is tho little omnibus stations
me
so characteristic or 1'arls.
nmnlbua system, by tho way, Is an
excellent one when you understand it.
nut von usunlly have to be put off a
buB two or three times before you apdispreciate ita merits. In time you
cover that the Vehicles stop regularly
at little stations, where those who un
derstand the system obtain bits of
pasteboard bearing numbers on the
nrftciuo order of their application for
them, entitling them in the same ordor
to the vacant seats In the bussea aa
they arrive. These little stations being not M apart, it is a matter of no
difficulty to obtain these numbers, end
when that la done the system aecures,
as you see, a perfect application of the
rule, "First' come, first served." For
when the bus stops, Just opposite the
little station, an official comes out and,
-.
standing behind it, calls off tba numbera In their order, and the would-b.- e
passengers, as their numbers are called,'
take the vacant placea. When all the
vacancies are filled the bua drives on,
and those whose numbers come next In
order have, of course, the first chance
at the vacancies on the filling bua.
a
nnw lot me mention another fea
ture of tho omnibus system which I
think is worthy of our notice. Each
omnibus and each street car in Paris
for the street car system is practically
the same is built to seat not carry,
mind you, but to seat a certain number of persons. That number la Indicated upon the exterior of the vehicle,
and when it is complete no more are
permitted to enter under any circumstances. Our glorious American sys- lus;

J
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OMNIBUSES.

PARISIAN

When binding waa done by hand
the left hand cut harvester waa a neWith ...
.
cesHlty.
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machine the
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out the metal In the ring at the ends ot
the rollers. If the cage is taken out
the rollers slip out and become filled
The
with, grit, or worse(.get lost.
methods of the McCormlck Company j
result in an annual saving of many
thousands of dollars to the farming
;
public. New devices are not embodied
in .their: machines until long and
trials have shown them to be
practical. It has been the same with,
roller bearings as with everything else
McCormick experimenting Is done at

"SB
AMM,

11

crest-wavin-

pie-dis- h.

In

rollers will not fall out and get loaf,
In order to avoid the McCormlck patent the other harvesting machine company who claims to be the originator of '
roller bearings In harvesters has cut '

ii.

i- -

2

McCormlck experfse.
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i
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Attractive Home Farn tnre.
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love-makin- g.

tha

the
the
it,
whether the man
turned to .the.,
front table or to
tbe back table be
I-.'hla poaltlon
kept
4,
toward tbe bun-r- tl
itself that
left
la, with the heada towards nia
he
tuck
the
in
making
hence,
hand;
shoved the enda under the band toward
the beada. Grain ia handled by the
shocker by grasping Into the heada, aa
ahown in the illustration, and the tuck
ahould therefore be toward the heada,'
ao that It will not pull out.
The applications of roller bearlnga to
by
grain cutting machinery waa made No.
J. G. Perry In 1869, and hla patent,
86,584. for an improved reaper, showed
and described various waya of using
roller and ball bearings in harvesters.
Unquestionably the most practical and
aatisfactory applications of roller bearings, to binders and mowers has been,
made by the McCormlck Harvesting
Machine Company. The Particular form
used by them was patented in 18S2 and
is now to be fund in all McCormlck
machines. The especially valuable feature of the McCorrnlck roller bearing
is seen In the form or cage, as lt.ia
called which holds the rollers from
running together, and If for any cause
the cage is taken from the shaft the

fbjrrw
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left hand of
man uuiub
bo
binding,
taking out
bundle with
band around
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lighted taper Is something that re4;. i V
quires dexterity and care. The new invention will light the lamp when a but7rJf'"'A
I i is'
ton is touched. The little battery that
runs it can be attached to any lamp,
will last from four to five months and
may be renewed at little expense.
A very nice relish may be made with
rve- wvjp- r:pice shad and will help out a luncheon
or supper. Cut a cleaned nsh Into
large pieces and lay them ' in salt and
I
water for twenty minutes. Then drain
them and cover the bottom of an earthen baking dish with a layer of the fish.
Sprinkle over the dish a few whole
g
Dorians,
allspice, some pepper corns, a blade of Cydonlans, the
mace and a dash of cayenne. Nearly and the divine Pelasgl.
Theirs ia
fill the dish with layers of fish and Gnossus, a great city, and theirs is
A DISTINCT SUCCESS IN SUMMER TOILETTES.
spice and pour over the whole enough King Minos, who talked nine years with
'
treat Jove."
good vinegar to bake in a very alow
The very conditions which tended to
insipid in their talk and yet attract a oven for three or four hburs. The fish
Skirts That llang from Yokel.
Skirts on yokes seem likely to find good deal of attention. Not so the bones will be dissolved by the vinegar. the independence and rapid developwill keep some ment of Crete in ancient times, its
great favor. The yoke is usually made widow.. Experience has taught her tho This is eaten cold and
position and freedom from outpointed Jn front and rounded and way to men's esteem, and thence, per- time.
side interference, have served to keep
shorter in the bnck. It fits stiffly and haps, to their hearts. Who like her
It in subjection ever since it was conin ita exactness of can flatter and tickle the vanity of the
close, sheath-lik- e
Now Style for Fair Cyclist.
The Cretans
by the Romans.
quered
surface. The skirt that flows from un- average male? It is no crime in her,
One of the latest styles in bicycle
were the earliest seafaring Greeks, and
der this sheath yoke is attached to an oh, dear, no! Men are vain and like
"The
Is
called
is
ia
It
Lucy."
In 67 B.
nearly eighty years after
under yoke, for it would never do to to be flattered, just as cats like to be suits sense a desirable
costume. A Greece hadC, passed
under Roman rule,
risk polling the outer yoke out of line stroked the right way; and having a every one to be worn
by a west side the sailors of Crete were still indeby fastening the rest of the ekirt to It. good opinion of themselves, they are pretty is of a Bluet cheviot. The
skirt' pendent. They sailed from one end
maiden
A skirt thus planned can he worn by exceedingly prone to form a high opina really stout person and allow them ion of the person in whose agreeable Is divided In the back, so that when the of the Mediterranean to the other,
sacked the defenceless towns that lay
the full and sweeping lines' of a wide' society this little weakness of the male wearer is astride the wheel the garskirt at the hem, while their hipa are nature is recognized and catered to. ment separates and hangs gracefully on near the coast and made it unsafe for
not in the least widened. To such This Is the widow's high art. As a stu- each side. It is really a divided skirt, any Roman galley to venture forth. In
women this sort of a skirt offers a rare dent and expert at life she is miles but that is not noticeable when the the days of Cicero, when Rome claimed
A box plait Is so dominion over all the known world,
advantage, while to a slender woman above the unwedded maiden. For tact wearer dismounts.
that it falls into place direct- these daring pirates entered the Tiber
the style is all the more becoming.
she Is not to be beaten." She is arranged
ly over the division of the skirt. The
that were
A modification of this Idea is shown the best of
peacemakers, even as she is skirt is buttoned down the front, which and captured transports
to Rome. They had
in the accompanying picture, and car- - often a hostess of the first rank.
grain
carrying
is made so as to fold over the seam,
grown too powerful to be ignored, and
where it also buttons. The opposite Rome turned 8ll her attention to makChinese Effusive Lovcmaklnc.
ing an end of them. Metellus, a Roman
- tit is not customary or even allowable
general, sailed for Crete with a large
for a Chinaman of quality to do his
army, and after a number of sharp batovn
That is a duty
tles on sea and land, succeeded in deand privilege belonging to his father
stroying tho power of tho pirates, and
to
his nearest male relative considop
Crete was made a Roman province.
erably his senior. The wooing, howSince then it has been constantly under
ever, is not less effusive than it would
the dominion, of some foreign and opbe if left ,to the love-sic- k
swain himpressive ruler, Roman, Saracen, Byzanself. ; Here is a letter from a man who
tine, Venetian, and lastly, the "undesired the daughter of a neighbor as
speakable Turk," robbing and misgova wife for his son:
.
erning in turn.
"On my knees I beg you not to deWhen the Saracens wrested the islspise this cold and common request,
and from the Byzantine, or Eastern
but listen to the words of the matriRoman empire, In 823, all the inhabimonial agent and give your daughter
were converted to Ilamlsm. It
tants
to my slave of a son, so that the pair,
was either that or extermination. But
bound by silken threads, may have the
in 960.Phocas won the island back. afld
greatest Joy. In the beautiful spring
the Cretans returned to Christianity.
time I shall offer wedding presents and
In 1204 the Crusaders, under Baldwin,
a
give couple of geese. And let us hope
Count of Flanders, Invested Constanfor long and continuous fortune, and
tinople and overthrew for a time the
look'
through endless generaries tho mentioned recommendations tions' forward
Byzantine empire. The empire was dito the fulfillment of genuine love.
to the full degree. The material was
vided among the victors and Crete was
May they sing of plenty and have every
of'Mont-serra- t,
gray satin, covered with' cream iace.the
side is made niike to all appearances. alloted to Boniface, Marquis
On my knees I beg you to conwho sold- It to Venice.seam of the yoke being covered with joy.
of
is
In
the
this
skirt
favor
One
point
my proposal favorably and throw
a niching of white silk muslin." Three sidermirror-likThe Venetian rule was but a repetiree
glance of your eyes on fact that knickerbockers are not
similar ruches trimmed 'the "late" near tthe
of all that had gone before, the
tion
and
lines." To this letter the father quired, the weight of the skirt,
Island being looked upon only as a
the hem, but on the bodice, which wa3 these
is
tho
it
keepof
atway
made,
the
bride
would
particularly
he
that
replied
also lace covered gray satin, the ruch-ing- s tend to
the portion of his "poor and ing it down below the boot tops. The
A
ran from shoulder to belt
fastened with two
poverty-stricke- n
daughter, that she jacket is an Eton, across
chiffon jabot concealed the fastening,
the front.
black frogs
not
cotbe
large
without
might
bedclothes,
the
relieved
ruffles
chiffon
plainthree
the small revers,
ness of the sleeves, and the wide belt ton clothing, hairpins and earrings. B'.ack braid finishes
Ex.
Therefore it was to ber hoped that the and cult effect on the sleeves.
was cerise satin.
boa
would
of
onto
have
constant
fortune."
couple
the
edge
Skirts shirred
dice belt are extremely pretty. . The
A Dakota Metropolis.
bodice thus outlines the figure from r
A Dish for Breakfast.
You've got quite a thrivStranger
Boll two ounces of macaroni till
just below the bust line to just above
town here, haven't you?
the hips, the skirt falling very full perfectly cooked, then drain and cut ingNative Yes. The increase in popufrom there. Thus the wide hips, at into short lengths. Mix a tablespoon-fu- l lation has been 215 per cent during the
present rather favored by. fancifully
of flour into a paste with a "little
and a half and everybody's
fashionable women, are secured and tho cold milk and then add more till you past year too.
contrasting small waist demanded is have half a pint, cook this over the prospering, Indeed! Yet I don't see
Stranger
emphasized.
Are for five minutes and flavor,,
X GLIMPSE OF CANEA.
any shops or factories around and it
Russet colored rubbers have already with" anchovy sauce. Beat up highly
seem to be much of a railroad
three
doesn't
taxes could be levied.
where
not
for
until
but
made
place
been
children,
or four eggs liRhtly, add to the mixed center either. What Industry do you were levied to such an extent thatThey
the
this season has there been demand for macaroni and sauce seasoned
with depend upon particularly? Farming?
is said to have been reare made
them for adult wear. Th-jpopulation
Into a creased
peper and
Native No, we haven't any Bhops or duced from $1,600,000 to 160,000 in 450
most carefully, and are so light 'that cayenne Bake in pour
moderate oven till factories; we're not on any main lino
when once on they are hardly felt. It browned and sot. Turn out to serve
years. At the end of this time the
of railroad and the country in this imof
is suggested craftily that the polieh of and
Turks, with the hearty
a
little
isn't
round.sa'ice
pour
mediate vicinity
anchovy
very productive; the Cretans themselves, drove out the
ivim-imore easily
the rubber
we
bav got, Venetians asd a rule even worse ibau
but I'll tell'. yo what
maintained than that of the russet shoe
l,
t Hints.
We've got seventeen divorce courts and theirs had been was inaugurated. They
and that many summer girls' may find
When 'cooking voKOtableg do not en- every one of 'em is compelled to work hnd exchanged Venetian
the excuse for dampness serve for the
almost constant wear of these easily tirely cover the kettle. It will be bet- overtime right along. Cleveland,
for Turkish, and tho miseries of relicard for foot coverings. The rubber ter to let part of the stenin escape.
gious persecution was added to their
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VIEWS IN CRETE,

are of the most wretched description,
the short portion of one between Suda
Bay and Canea being the only one over
which a carriage can be driven. This
Is for the benefit of the Turkish officials, who debark at Suda Bay and proceed thence to Canea. For the rest of
the islanders, tolling along, beside their
heavily laden donkeys, any kind of a

road is good enough.
All the native inhabitants of Crete,
Mohammedans and Christians, are of
the Greek race and speak the Greek
language. On account of their insular
position they have suffered far leas
from foreign Influences than the Greeks
of the continent. Turkish and other

tem, therefore, of riding on a strap, or
of getting one foot on a back platform
of the street car and clinging to the unfortunate individual who has preceded
us and has both feet on, is wholly unknown in Paris.
Rubinstein's Disillusions.
Tho posthumous "souvenirs" of Rubinstein are continued in the "Vom
zum Meer." They contain some of the
disillusions of a great musician. Ru

binstein alludes to a concert, organ
ized, by pasdeloup, which he conducted, in Paris, the programme consisting
mainly of his own compositions.
It
waa held in the "Cirque," and some
4,000 people were present.
Throughout Rubinstein was possessed with th
conviction that the attention of the en
tire world was directed exclusively upC
iff.
.,
on him. On reaching his hotel Rubinstein was met by
friend, who ex
pressed -- the greatest surprise at seeing
mm.
wnat!" exclaimed the friend,
"you in Paris! When did you arrive?
One never hears a word about von now
LUDA BAY.
Are you thinking of giving
adays.
foreign words are very rare in the Cre- concers in Paris?" Rubinstein was so
tan dialect, while common enough in much taken aback that he was sneerh- modern Greek. The Cretans of
less. New York Post.
in language and person, are the purest
'
representatives of the ancient' Greeks
Kashmiri
to be found anywhere. They are tall
It is commonly supposed that all savand athletic, especially the mountainages lead a lazy life and have nothing
eers, and eager to advance themselves
else to think about than occasionally
Intellectually. Every petition to the attacking their more peaceful neighsublime porte asks for school and teachbors, and giving them a hurried send-o- ff
ers, but schools cost money and con
to the happy hunting grounds; but
favorare
not looked upon
sequently
travelers frequently come across real,
ably by the Turkish government. The hard working, peoplo In savage lands.
women of the mountainous districts are Look at the two Kashmiri wood carnoted for their great beauty, and the riers depleted in the accompanying ilexplanation given of this fact Is sig- lustration. The original photograph of
nificant. Whenever a girl of the low- this was presented to the Royal Geolands gives promise of being exception- graphical society, with others, by Capally attractive she Is sent by her friends tain H. H. Deasy, Who has been recentinto the mountains, where the danger ly attempting to teach the sacred city
of becoming an Inmate of a Turkish of Lhasa, in Tibet. Captain Deasy met
harem is far less than in the neighbor- these men near Bandipura, in Kashmir.
'
hood of the towns.
I'si
The climate of Crete is mild and salubrious, the close proximity of the
Mil
mountains and the sea giving it a cool
even
and
temperature the year round.
The fertile soil of the lowlands produces olives, oranges and lemons in
great profusion, and this Island, which
was once called, with Sicily, the gran
ary of Rome, might again become a
prosperous and productive land under a
favorable government. Crete has been
waiting over nineteen hundred years
for such a blessing, and no one can say
how much longer she will have to wait.
After making a gallant fight in the last
Insurrection, but thirty years ago, she
was compelled to make terms with the
Turks by tho treachery and intervention of several "friendly powers." It
was a case of history repeating itself,
and history bids fair to repeat itself
again ia the present instance.

.!.

an-ol-

A window-sea- t
may .be made so that the-Miwill lift. Then use It ns wished for
dresses or wraps. ' I'lnln pine lumber Is
tun box to suit
(uite (piod enoutili. Make
the size of the window. A sofa, to stuiul in
another part of the room, may also be made
like a box. IHvlde It into eoinpartnientH so
that ymi can put papers and other things In
the different spaces. Itoth should have cas- tors. The window-sea- t
may be at least six
Inches liijrlier than- the sofa. The top may
be upholstered, padded with excelsior, hair
or cotton, and then covered with dark
mixed material. Any of the Turkish cotton
Koods or the U';w "ticking" will answer the
purpose. At the ends of the sofa have two
rolls. These rolls iuay be fastened, giving
rolled
the appearance of. an
arm sofa. Kive feet long and two anil a
half wide would be n very good size. May
Ladies' Home Journal.

Educate Tonr novels With Cascareta,
Candy Cathartic, curs constipation forever.
ItC. aC.fall, druBEtstB
"The 'father of waters' is just like all the1
"How's that?"
rest of our fathers."
"Spreads himself as if he owned the earth."
"I never saw a woman mourn her husband as deeply as Mrs. Fltz.lones does."'
"She.
"Dues she really seem bereaved V"
hasn't crimped her hair Since he died."
Wc.

Life and Health
Happiness and usefulness, depend upon pure .
blood. Hood's Sarsaparilla hiakes pure blood..
This is the time to take Hood's SarsaparIHa, '
because tho blood is now loaded with impurities which must be promptly expelled or health
'
will be in danger.
Be sure to get only
Sarsa-parill-

The One True Blood Puridcr. $1, six for $5.
Prepared only by C. 1. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.

.'Kia-- .

Hood's Pills

y,

1

Wooil-Carrier- s.

5
,'

prepa--xatio-

'

Rootbeer

z$j

f2j

Truth.

'

,

An Kncllsh Hallronrf.
The London and Northwest railway
passes through, more, than half of the

One result of the prosperous year enjoyed by Great Britain last year is the fifty-eigWales.
greatly decreased immigration.

counties of, England

and

.

of good health.
Invigorating, appetizPut
ing, satisfying.
some up
and
have it ready to put
down whenever you're
thirsty.
Made only by The
Charles E. Hires Co.,
i9 full

'

KASHMIRI WOOD CARRIERS.
"I weighed one load," he says, "ajr.d It
turned the scale at 240 pounds." No
wonder the. poor fellows carry a pole
to lean upon.
.
,

ana nealtn
are included making
in the
iuakine of HIRES

Rootbeer. The
n
of this crcat tem
perance drink is an event
of importance in a million
wcu regulated homes.

'

Only a Hint.
He Do you believe in palmistry
that you can tell anything by the hand?
She Certainly; now, for example, if
I had a certain kind of ring on a certain finger of my left hand peoplo
would know that I was engaged.

a

1

i

li. .
I'

v

j!M
i

ill

y

Philadelphia, A package makes s gallons.
Sold everywhere.

Don't Go West

Put look into the Earth under yonr own
limy be niiUionfl in it. Tho ixtMihility of
a mineral bd of ijnUi, Hilvpr, Uopi.tr,
Coal or
Oil lies under every acre of land.

A

Sure Guide

To Ibig wrtRUh is found in a new book (copyrighted), which tOfichoB In Rimple lahpunge just
how and where to tind il kinds of minerals.
Thiw Prospector Unfile in nont postage itt id. on ruutiitt of price, $1.00, by

II. Rl'DAM,, Publisher,
Angu-jtu,

I,

Ho.

tiuHtS Vitht Ad Ubfe rA!(.S.
j
Host Ctniwh Byi up. T:wi!s iood. Use I
I
tn tirtio. Si'i1 hr dmirtrir.

W, N. U. -- DENVER. -- NO. 20.-1S- 97
Wlion Wrttfijj to idTtMifl!MV'!i.-li'nmy
tbat you s:nv the aUvt'riisi iU'nt In tills pJipor.

'.
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CCST AVAIL

THE DAILY OPTIC

A SANTA

PERSONAL

PB OIKL.

The People's Paper.

On board last
Wurll iralu eu route for Lji Angeles, Cal., where
engagement
tbey will play a
were Frank Hall aud wife with tbelr three
performing African Hons and "Duke," tbe
two
baby. Tbe Halls have Just olossd
weeks eiiKageuieut in St, Joseph, Mo., and
are behind time In their California trip on
account of an accident that befell Mrs
IbII. bbe was playing a mandolin while
sealed upon one of ber trained Hons when
the Ling of tbe forest became a little too
with one of bis paws.
promiscuous
BATURDAY EVKima. MAY 15, 1807.
But it Is of the woman that Taa Optic
Bbe attracted
would speak particularly,
attention by skipping and dancing about
TALK.
the depot platform aud It was only by
close quostionlng by an Optic reporter
The Depot hotel sports a brand new gown that bur natioualily was obtained. Ao
of wall paper.
oordlng to her story.sbe was born In Santa
A shrewd housewife watchei tbe grocery Fe, this Territory, her mother being
bill. Buy with cash, and you will know Pueblo by tba name of Adgla Castillo and
It ber father what she termed a 8panlsh-Jew- ,
wont they coat at tbe Model I
name Alexander Castillo, who was at
Cash Dalai are all tbe go in dry good by
In tbe tobacoo business
and olothing.
Why not ' for groceries? one time engaged
It In "the auclent."
Try tbe Model for prices.
Fourteen yeers ago, when but ten years
Tbe spring wool clip ts beginning to ar of
age, she bad a troupe of performing
corresIs
picking up
rive, and business
dogs and she was persuaded Into going to
pondingly,
New York with them by a Frenobman
tbe con
Rosenthal Bros.' big adr.on tbe first page named De Leon, presumably with
she
time
Slooe
of
that
her
sent
parents.
is too big . to be overlooked, area by the
has traveled extensively, having visited
casual reader.
,
every foreign country with tbe single ex
Take your cash and bay a bill of grocer, ceptlon of China.
les at the Model, and then compare with
It
your last month credit bill.
THE MORA COURT.
Hew M xico Hast'e

ri'tsl Climate In

THE LARGEST ASO BEST ASSOSTf

itociada,

Elk

Hoy Romero has gooeeaut, accompanied

evening's No. 1 passenger

tbe

nine-wee-

STREET

.

The Cycler' ball club dance on Monday
Tbe grand jury at Mora has returned an
night, promises to bs tbe affair of the indictment
for murder against Jose da
season, In Its line.
Graola Lucero, who in cold blood killed a
A full line of new and nobby neckwear, woman near Mora, last July. Ha Is
hosiery, suspenders and men's flae furnishpromising candidate for tba gallows.
ings, just received by Amos F. Lawis. It
Juan B. Romero and Boetenos Lucero,
An Arab store will be opened In the va-

cant businoss room across the alley from
the First national bank.
Jose Nieto made his first trip to town of
tbe season with cabritos
The kids
cents apiece.
easily brought seventy-fiv- e
William Betts has left the' Plata hotel,
ostensibly for tbe Bell ranch, with only
creditors and pieces of calico to mourn his
going.
T. T. Turner is confined to his bouse by a
tevere cold. J. Minium has also been
wrestllug with a dose of the same com

plaint.
Anastacio Sanchez and bis best girl, who
were arraigned before U. B. Commissioner
Baca, have been bound over to court In the
usual sum.
Don Max Nordbaui, of the Ilfeld estab

about two years aero, were tried and found
guilty of the murder of Jnan Antonio
Rael, a witness in the Doberty murder
case, who knew too much and was about
to tell what be knew. 'The case occupied
some two weeks iu trial. On appeal, tbe
supreme court reversed tbe case and it Is
now to be tried over again, commencing
probably on Monday.
In the case against Agapito Abeyta, the
defendant la liktly to ask for a change of
venue.
Madison Hern, of Cherry valley, Is there
to answer a charge of killing a Mexican
and
about a year ago. He is an
says the man he killed was crazy, assaulted
bini, and be, being an old man. in tbe seventies, was compelled to kill In self-d- e
fense.
Tbere Is a large criminal grist to pass
through the judicial mill, and it is not
probable any civil casee will be reached
r,

lisbment, is expected home from Germany
Local physicians are said to take posi
before another week rolls around on the tive exceptions to tbe
paragraph in this pa
earth's axis.
per of a few evenings ago, touching upon
A. Corcoran, tbe coal dealer, has made the ethics of tbe profession. Tbe reporter
declare,
his daughter, Mrs. Daniel Elliott, a pres is informed that the
ent of a handsome phaeton and a dapple with bands uplifted toward high heaven,
that tbey haven't the least objection In
brown horse.
tbe wide world to any physician, particu
Kngenlo Moya and Eugenio Mares are at larly a stranger in a strange land, adver
present employed by tbe MoCormick tising bis school of medicine, location, of
brothers, tbe peddlers, in the capacity of Qce hours, terms, etc., If be care to, but
here be must stop, else be might be hauled
interpreters.
over tbe coals for unprofessional conduct.
Don Adelaido Gonzales, county assessor,
with an eye to expediting matters, has
A jolly party or yoong loik .will opea
received bis $50 machine Knight's light tbe picnic season by a trip out to Long's
ning calculator.
where
cabin, on tbe Gallinas,
will be spent roaming tba hills and
Hale Lutz will leave for tbe three L tbe day
tbe edibles in such cases
with about 300 bead of devouring
ranch,
are tbe names of the
Following
provided.
lflO
be
more
Whltmore's
at
cattle,
receiving
Misses Cora Btearns,
pleasure-seekers- :
Gallioas springs place.
Ellen MuNalr, Lottie Hayward, Genevieve
There are at present an even fourteen Thomas, Mary Btevenson and Emma
boarders at Hotel de Romero, none baviDg Felitz; Messrs. B. Brasb, Walter Butler,
aucceeded lb escaping from behind the Arthur Holzman, Bito Henriques, E.
bars since the last counting of noses.
Bporleder and Don Lothian.
Some change has been; made In tbe
docketing of cases at tbe Mora court. It
1s understood that tbe trial of Mat Heme,
for the Watrous murder, will come up
Monday.

Inife!
I
iTheycCutalltoPieces.l
We have a splendid line of

STOCK OF

rJlUe have put the
I to all Prices.

Shoes, V.
CtffWV"
'

HATS

sboop-ralse-

sg

to-Da-

Men's Shoes, and this week, a
lot of them must go. Just
come and seo what we can do
for you.
IF YOU WANT TO BUY
CHEAP, you can't afford to
stay away from our Big Sale.
We are going to close this stock
of Clothing out. You save the
retailer's porfit if you buy of
us now.

2

AND

&3

In the City.

'

g

New Designs, Attractive Prices,
to
btylcs.

Up- -'

r

N. O. Murphy and T. D. Flynn were distinguished passsngers for Phoenix, A. T.,

Tne Sporleder Boot and SIiob Ca.A

last evening.
8, Vltoomb, 8edalia, Mo.; M. A. Ortiz,
Banta Ke; Al Hcbutz, El Paso, put up, at
tbe Plaza hotel.
Brother Botulpb, president of Bt,
Michael's college, was In tba city from
Banta Fe, yesterday.
OF. A.Manzanares and Marcus Brunswick
down to Fort
returned from tbelr-tri,
Bayard on the morning train.
W. C. T. Hyde, Denver; E. E. Bell, To
pels; D. T. Kavanaugh and J. R. Beatty,
Giorieta, put up at the Central botel.
Adin H. Whitmore, wife and Miss Hat- tie Knickerbocker were members of a
party wbo drove out to tbe El Porvenir
resort, this morning.
E. J. Temple, president of tbe Colorado
cattle sanitary board, passed through the
city, last evening, en route for Texas
points, In quest of cattle.
S. Btelnburg, New York; Richard Battle,
Denver; J. R. Longolxt, Minnesota; O. L.
Rice, Banta Fe, and J. F. Mulborn, Rator,
domicile at the Depot hotel.
Dionicio Gonzales and Malaquias Baca
are at home from Cbaperito, Anton Cblco
and La Cursta, with favorable reports
about averybody and everything.
PLACES OP WORSHIP.

Our'..

Rev. Jas. H. Defourl, pastor; Rev. Adrian
Rabeyrollo, assistant. First mass at 6 a.
m. ; second mess at 7:30 a.m.; bigh mass
atthSOa.m; 8anday school at 3 o'clock p.
m. Evening servicee, during the month of
Hay, 7 o'clock p.m., .afterwards, 4 o'clock ;
Vespers and Benediction.

ing, at

11

A

M.

E. Chchcu

Rev.

4

fs

'T 'Ts 'Ts

'Tv 'Tv

Extraordinary Offers This Week

First Prisbttekiax

Cuuhch, Rev. Nor
man Skinner, pastor.
Regular Sunday
services at 11 o'clock a.m. and 8 p.m.; Sunday scbool at 9:45 a.m.; Soolety of Christian Endeavor at 7 p.m.

Figured lawns

H. W. Krug, tbe Trinidad contractor,
wbo did a job of work in this city, mei
1th an accident at Starkville, tbe other
day, which resulted in tbe breaking of two
ribs and other injuries of a serious nature.
It appears that be was holding his team by
tbe bits while another man was putting; a
sheet over tbe load. Tbe horses became
frightened and one of them struck him
with its foot, knocking bim to tbe ground
and them stamping on him with painful
effect.

The Western Electrician, pobllsben
Chicago, In its issue of May 15th, touched
on tbe recent decision of tbe U. B. supreme
court, with regard to tbe Berliner transmitter patent. It says thai tbe decision
will not affect companies antagonistic to
The baby of Malaquias Baca, deputy the Bell
Sheriff Hliarlo Romero returned from
company, and only affects that
be
will
county assessor,
baptized,
corporation in so far as It takes away tbe Albuquerque, this morning, without the
afternoon, at tbe Catholic church.
Harroun, of Minneapolis,
stigma of fraud which has so long been a
Tranquilino Labadie and wife will act as synonym when tbe two were mentioned Minn., who is probably across the boundary
line in our sister republic of Mexico by this
together.
time well, those El Paso policemen are
afternoon at 2:30, there will
RAILROAD RUMBLINGS.
yet to bear from. Tbey may succeed in
be a game of ball between tbe New Mexico
oatching this culprit, as they did in stop
Cracker-Jao- k
and
the
"seniors,''
"juniors"
Dick Larrimore, day car sealer, has been ping Capt. (?) Berdan.
on the grounds near St. Antbooy sanitari- on
the Hat of his back.
um, Mora road.
'
Do not miss the opportunity of hearing
'Engineer Wheat Is up from Albuquermusical treat of tbe season at tbe
the
been
bis
where
he
has
Industries
are
of New Mexico
visiting
family.
que,
Verily, the
next Tuesday evening,
multiplying in tba land. Now comes B.
J. D. Stark, an old A. & P. train dis- Reynolds residence,
8
of
Viveasb, of Rowe, who will pay his sub- patcher, went down to Albuquerque, last beginning at o'clock. Tbe best tilent
tbe city will furnish tbe entertainment;
scription to Thi Optic In excellent home- night.
accompaniments will be played on the new
made butter. Agreed.
Conductor Patton is again on tba "Bly"
organ.
after an absence of several days In pipe
Next Sunday a week. May 23rd, is Me- run,
St. Louis, where be was called by the death
Reoresenting three of tbe best tailoring
morial Sunday. The G. A. R. will attend
houses in tbe United States. I safely guarof his mother.
ser-the Methodist church in a body, and a
antee the lowest prices, best fit and eleThree brakemen arrived from Emporia, gant trimming on any suit you may select.
rnon suitable to the day will be preached
Kansas. last evening, to go to work on this Place vonr order and be pleased. (Suits,
by the pastor, Rev. J. F. Kellogg.
division of road C. R. Kemp, J. Dowd $12.80 up; pants, $4 up. amon .
It
juewis;
,
Edward Fabian, tbe noted elooutlonist of and R. J. Dunlap.
Wanted.
around
Placer
New York, wbo so thoroughly captivated
Tbe car repairers at this point, wbo have
wishes to lease or form
bit andipace here three years ago, will been working five eight-hou- r
days a a Tbe undersigned
partnersbiD with some one having placer
give another $f his best at tba Baptist week, only, are now putting in tlx days a grounds.
We bave a machine thac will
week of cine hours eaob.
,
cburcb, Monday evening, May 31st.
separate the gold from the dry sand and
Address,
Conductor Tom Coffey took out the sec- gravel.
Don Isaac Flood, of the hot springs preD. yj. jtrice,
ond section of No 1 passenger train, last
Hutchinson, Kansas.
cinct, has purchased another team of
Of
in
Dick
Conductor
place
Hays
horses, making 4ight teams now owned by evening,
The Body Is 70 Per Cent. Water.
him. Must be going to start a livery who has been granted a brief respite from
Water Is tbe principal part of tbe human
cares.
arduous
Is
Ben
now
Brubn away from
that
stable,
Microbes can Dot live in tbe AlterTbere is a rumor oil tbe streets of Trini- body.
ative Water, nor in tbe body of a person
tbe watering resort.
It.
lou ot
wbo
drinks
dad that the Gulf shops will be removed
Those ball stones brought to town from from that place to Walsenburg, Colo., if
The Blood Is the Life.
tbe vicinity of San Geronimo by Pete the business men of the city do not give
This is to certify tbat I suffered with a
Roth, yesterday, were aotnally and truly the road its share of the business. '
chronic cough tor some years. After takas large as bens' eggs. Much damage
W. L. Davis, of tbe Raton shops, Is re- ing tbe Alterative water two months, tbe
must have been done by the storm In that
ported In an improved condition at the Las oough entirely disappeared.
JOHN Hi. OIMFSON.
section of the oountry.
103-t- f
Vegas railroad hospital. He has been a
Watrous, N. M.
sufferer from typhoid fever,, complicated
no
ear for musio, help a with an abscess
If you have
of the liver. His wife from
worthy Institution and do yourself good
Emporia, Kansas,, has been at his bedside.
Awarded
by buying a ticket to the ladles' relief soC. M. HlRginson, assistant to President
Honors
World's Fair.
ciety benefit. On sale at Msrphsy-Ys- a
Highest
Petten's, west side, and at Bchaefer's, east Ripley, and John E.Frost, land commissioner of the A., T. & 8. F. railroad, who
side; only fifty cents each.
have been inspecting about 260,000 acres
W. M. Hhelman, a former Las Vegas of land contained within tbe grant to tbe
jeweler; whole engaged in the same busi- Atlantic & Pacific) re.ilroad about 100 miles
ness up at Trinidad, had his plana entered west of Albuquerque In .Valencia county,
and robbed, tbe other day. In broad day- were due to arrive at Las Vegas hot
light. Tbe robber secured two gold coins, springs,
one an American
A new and thoroughly
and tbe other
train,
Mexican twenty-dolla- r
with some Improvements never before seen
coin of tbe
stamp, made In '06, and worth $'28, on trains running ont of Kansas City, Is
on account of the rarity of these coins.
tbe "New Kit" of tbe Burlington. It stood
for some hours on tbe depot platform in
The fellows con Qned in the county jail Kaunas City, the other day, and was Inwaiting trial for burglarising the
spected by hundreds of railroad men and
hardware store, still refuse to per. people interested In railroad affairs. Evform manual labor on the tre
They erything was new, from th engine o
will be given another opportunity to do tbe Pullman cars. Even the baggage cars
MOST PERFECT MADE
so on llonday morning, fupt. Bergmann, were set together with .vestibule joinings,
Free
pf the pen, will find thse tough roosters and on each car observation .vestibules A' pure Grape Crc.ifn of Tartar Powder.
adulterant
pretty difBoult to discipline, but be may be were provided, so that tba train was prac- from Ammonia, Alum or any other
f Ycats the StandardL
depended upon to do It all right enough. tically odo long car.

15c

gauge 25c quality
Ladies' black lisle hose
50c quality
h,:
36 inch Percales
.
ioc quality
40

1

25c.
7C.

m

I-- 2C.

J

inequality

Fine figured drgahdy
15c quality
Waits silks
45c quality

Ladies' shirt waists 85c
q'ty. detachable collars

IOC.

TEMPLE.

MASONIC
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Turkish towels
12C quality.
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3C.
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deo. W. Hlckox & Co
Santa Fe, N

BilvBramitliB'

Jewelers and

Fine Watch Repairing a Specialty.

crash

6c.

Minufacturcrt of

Mexican Filigree Jewelry.

in all dress goods.

25C.

Henry Levy & Bro.
EAST

'To "J

Geo. W. Hlckox & Co.

Extraordinary values

St..

Ts

T-:

Hlckox A Hlxson
El Paso, Texas.

5C

.

'

.

On. W.

5

Bleach muslin iyd. wide

SIXTH

4a-

Wagner & Myers.
.1

8c quality soft finised

Brown linen
ioc quality

A'

PICKS, SHOVELS, BAR STEEL, POWDER,
SUPPLIES.
FUSE, GENERAL MINING

Class-meetin-

Ladies' black cotton hose

'is 't 't

ALSO

Cash Novelty Dry Goods Store
IOC.

'Ts

'TN

WIRE SCREENS,
SCREEN WIRE CLOTH, POULTRY NETTING,
ICE CREAM FREEZERS, GASOLINE STOvES,
FISHING TACKLE.

Wednesday, May 19th.

Ladies' summer vests
taped edge 20c quality

&

SCREEN DOORS.J

IIvFBIvD'S Plaza

Kellogg
pastor. Sunday scbool at 0:45 a.m. ; Sermon at 11 o'clock a.m., topic "After Justification, What?" Hebrews 6, 1;
12:15 p.m.; Preaching at hot
springs, 4 p.m. ; Epwortb league, memorial
services, 7 p.m.; Sermon, 8 p.m., topic
"Tbe Sabbath day; Its proper observance
vs. a good time, Bunday."

j

EVERYTHING IN

In Xs&s Vegas,

J. F.

&
f

f
dig
JAKE BLOCK

The GREATEST EXHIBIT ever made

1

&

Reasonable Hardware

OF NEW AND HANDSOME

Will Open cn

cjj
t)

Proprietor.

Iwfs

tUp
FURNITURE.
--

i?j

Eonse,

o'clock, Ludwlg Ilfeld officiating.

A. M. E. Cbcbcu. Sunday school
p.m.; preaching, 8:00 p.m.

Fibst

g2

3. Car Loads

morn-

First

at 2 :30

.

iiim

!

.

show:-:llfiSig

Regular services will

be held in the synagogue,

"Nv

big::

West Bidk Catholic CHonon. Very

saw-bon-

In

D

r

J

OUlLaO

by bis child.
Dr. De Witt has been down town from
the hot springs,
L. O. Fullen, of the Eddy Aejus, boarded a train for home, lust evening.
Inipector P. J. Towner is In return from
an np onunry run, on olllcial business.
C. M. Wagner, Den ver, aud W. 8, A bell,
Dunkirk, N. Y ink at tbe New Optic,
r
from Santa
A, N. Gowdy, a
Ana, Cal., left for boms, last evening.
Florenclo Arellano represents La Con
oepolon on our thoroughfares,
Mrs. C. F.Jones aud Franky are at borne
from tbelr visit to relatives In Silver City.
of the
Don Felix Garcia, an
legislature, visits town from Cbaperlto,

Jewish Temple.

CO

PICK-UP- S.

Don Felipe Benches is in from

Shs Left Home at an furry Ag and New Pood
Iks Lions for a Livelihood.

ALU L

Watches Rated
With Marine

Special agent for the
Santa Fe Standard Watch
sold on monthly

Chronometer.

Railroad

Avenue,

N. M.

East Las Vegas,

LAS VEGAS

forger-printe-

;

Elegant
Pants, $4 up.

ihiits.
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Max-imili-

Win-terni-
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DAYS ONLY.
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V
Consisting of an Elegant line of Shirts, Underwear, Gloves, Tios, etc., Hats, Caps
w
hdesTunks and valise?; at 10'; per cent less than offered in th e Territory.
m
1 guarantee lit, make and style ot everything made to order.

Orilprs taVen fnr Wiiitfi.
Cheviot and ' Percale
omris maue io OTaer.

m

AMOS F. LEWIS

Orders tt.ken for Ready-madSalts from $3.00 to
e

Opposite R. R. Depot.

fa

$20.00.

mmm
Henht Gokk, Pres

THE
LAS VEGAS
SAVJNGS BANK.

H. W. Kelly, Vice Pres.
D. T. Hoskins, Treai.

THE A

Paid up capital, $30,000:

E38aTS your earnings by depositing them In the Las Visas Satinss Babc, whi rs
Every dollar saved, is two dollars made."
bey will bring you an inoome.
Ho deposits reoelved of less

than $1.
Interest paid on all deposits of $6 and orsr.

THE GENTLEW

IMU'S

a copy?

FASHION PAPJER

It not

Have you seen

;

--

c

why?

Where a D ollar

DRf

e,

Orders taken for Burt's
and A. E. Nettleton's
Fine Shoes. Made to
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